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Gushue rink brings 
the party after 
nabbing Olympic 
gold 
BY MIKE POWER 
Family, friends, media, and sever-
al hundred newfound rock bun-
nies were among the crowd of 2,000 
that welcomed home the Olympic 
curling champions at the St John's 
International Airport late Monday 
night. 
After a solid couple of hours scrib-
bling autographs, giving interviews, 
and posing for pictures, teammates 
Brad Gushue, Mark Nichols, Jamie 
Korab, Mike Adam, and Coach Toby 
McDonald were whisked off to the 
St John's Curling Club for a small-
er celebration. 
Gushue's rink also includes curl-
ing godfather Russ Howard of New 
Brunswick, who will return to the 
Rock on Friday and commence the 
real partying. 
Eventually, a small group retired to 
the Nichols' residence for a few cold 
ones until the wee hours, finally get-
ting a much-deserved chance to relax 
after days of pandemonium. 
"It was pretty cool to be sitting 
down Friday night and have a round 
of drinks arrive at your table courtesy 
of the women's hockey team," laughed 
Adam. They enjoyed that gold medal 
evening with food and drink among 
the company of family and friends 
who made the trek across the pond. 
However, Saturday night when 
those doughnut-looking medals 
were put around their necks was a 
little more outrageous. Each mem-
ber of the team was assigned a per-
sonal bodyguard for the evening af-
ter getting the hardware in downtown 
Turin, Italy. 
Korab was so excited he engaged 
in a 10-minute conversation with 
his new companion. Unfortunately, 
the bodyguard spoke only Italian 
and Korab, well, he struggles with 
English. The Harbour Grace native 
did bring home some Italian with him 
- seven pairs of shoes to complement 
his now-iconic haircut. 
That same evening Adam enjoyed 
both his trademark celebratory sto-
gie and the roar of thousands of fans 
as he took a jaunt with an Italian flag. 
His lap came much to the dismay of 
his babysitter, who had to follow him 
the whole way. 
Sunday was the closing ceremo-
nies, when a fun-loving Nichols de-
cided to interrupt my supper. 
"Yo, dude, check it out, we're doing 
the wave!" he screamed as the entire 
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Brad Gushue's rink arrived at St. John's International Airport to the 
cheers and applause of over 2000 adoring fans. Move over Sexy Rexy, as 
Brad Gushue - Olympian - is the new hotness. 
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Grenfell gets 
excellent 
Centre for 
Environmental 
Excellence finally 
launches 
BY ALEX BILL 
The provincial government's de-
sire to improve Sir Wilfred Grenfell 
College has taken another step this 
month, as the long-awaited Centre 
of Environmental Excellence is now 
fully active. 
The Centre, technically called 
the Centre of Environmental 
Excellence for Environmental 
Education, Research, Technology 
and Development (CEE), has been 
in the planning stages for years, but 
only now has the staff moved into 
its offices. 
The CEE is an institution which 
will study and sponsor research in 
forestry, freshwater ecosystems, en-
vironmental tourism, information 
and geospatial technologies, and en-
vironmental industries. 
"The key is to produce more re-
search and development into en-
vironmental activity. And in most 
cases, if you expand research and 
development in a given area, that 
spins off into more economic de-
velopment," said Churchill, a proj-
ect officer with the CEE. 
Clarke is the project manager for 
the CEE. Working with Churchill 
and their team of consultants he feels 
the Centre can invigorate the econo-
my in Western Newfoundland. 
SEE ' C ENTRE' ON P AGE 7 
Obnoxious students 
need understanding: 
counsellor 
Peviewed MUN 
Code aims to correct 
problem students 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
What would professors do if they 
caught you sleeping in class or cry-
ing your eyes out? Don't worry - they 
probably don't know either. 
Michael Doyle, associate profes-
sor and training director of Memorial 
University's Counselling Centre, at-
tempted to open dialogue with profes-
sors, teaching assistants, and gradu-
ate students in his workshop Dealing 
With Students Who Are Dealing With 
Difficult Issues held on Feb 16. 
"I wanted to take the focus away 
from 'The students are bad.' That's not 
the point, that's got nothing to do with 
it," said Doyle. "It's about how the stu-
dents, as people, deal with and mani-
Retraction 
The Feb 16 issue of The Muse contained 
an article entitled "Biology class tests 
on faked science," (Volume 56, Issue 
18, Page 1). The headline to this story 
was misleading and factually incor-
rect. Biology 2040 (incorrectly called 
Biology 2041) did not teach or test on 
the research of Dr Ranjit Chandra. 
The course did include information 
on Chandra in one of the class read-
fest issues they have." 
'Tm responding to people who say 
'Hey, we want to know how to interact 
with students better or differently."' 
According to Doyle, there are two 
types of students that can disrupt 
classes - rebellious students and emo-
tionally disruptive students. 
Rebellious students encompass 
those who frequently show up late, 
talk during class, and argue with the 
professor. It also includes those who 
stalk their professors and those who 
form erotic or romantic attachments 
to them. 
Emotionally disruptive students, 
however, usually do not mean to be 
disruptive; they are just affected by 
situations beyond their control, such 
as losing a child or dealing with an al-
coholic parent. 
Doyle presented MUN's Code of 
Disciplinary Procedures for Students 
as a document that offers an answer 
SEE ' A DMINSTRATION' ON PAGE 4 
ings, but the information was merely 
a historical account of Chandra's work 
and his conclusions. Although those 
conclusions were based on fraudulent 
research, the information carried lit-
tle or no significance towards the ma-
terial in the course. The Muse recog-
nizes its error and apologizes for any 
confusion or problems the article may 
have caused. 
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Indian Commissioner to Canada visits MUN 
JUSTIN MADOL 
The High Commissioner of India to Canada, Ms Shyamala Cowsik, recently paid a visit to Memorial to give a seminar on India's role in the global economy. Cowsik's lecture, which focused 
on the overall economic strength of the second-most populated country on the planet, was punctuated with humour and facts. 
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If you're a post-secondary STUDENT seeking ~ 
a SUMMER/PART· TIME JOB then don't miss ••• B links'06 
CONNECTING STUDENTS WITH OPPORTUNITIES 
~ Network with employers in various fieldsl 
4 Receive advice on your resume & interview tips! 
C.. Enter to win great prizes! 
4 GREAT PLACE TO FIND A JOB! 
I When: Tuesday. March 21. 2006 
Time: 1 :00 pm - 8:00 pm 
•. Where: Holiday Inn, 180 Portugal Cove Rd.~ Sf. John's 
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·Tuesday, March 14th 
EUROPE ON A BUDGET 12:30- 2pm 
SWAP WORKING HOLIDAYS 2- 3:30pm 
BACKPACKING DOWN UNDER 4- 5:30pm 
Talks will be held in Council Chambers, 
2nd Floor, Smallwood Centre. 
Please RSVP: Visit www.travelcuts.com and click 
"travel talks 11 under the rJ 
Protests rage at the University of Toronto's Victoria College, not unlike campuses all across Canada. 
UPEI newspaper pulled for 
publishing Mohammed cartoons 
Recall stokes debate 
over journalistic 
freedoms at 
Canadian campuses 
BY DAVE WHALEN 
The debate weighing freedom of ex-
pression and religious tolerance has 
reared its head on Canadian univer-
sity campuses. 
A recent issue of the University 
of Prince Edward Island's (UPEI) 
student newspaper, The Cadre, was 
forcibly withdrawn from campus 
after it published the infamous car-
toons depicting the Islamic prophet 
Mohammed as a terrorist. 
The cartoons, which originally 
appeared in the Danish newspaper 
fyllands-Posten in September of last 
year, have sparked violent protests 
across Europe and the Muslim world 
following republication in a number 
of European newspapers. 
The Cadre reprinted the cartoons in 
its Feb 8 issue. After numerous com-
plaints from students, the university's 
students' union (UPEISU) - which 
has jurisdiction over The Cadre - sid-
ed with the administration. 
"The university administration de-
cided that they didn't want any of the 
papers distributed on campus. So ob-
viously, that's not in our hands," said 
UPEISU President Ryan Gallant. "Our 
action took place later, when we decid-
ed that the point had been made and 
further distribution would be aggra-
vating that." 
Along with the issue being pulled 
from shelves, UPEI campus securi-
ty was dispatched to the office of The 
Cadre to confiscate the issue. 
"Sending the UPEI Police to the of-
fices of The Cadre to confiscate the pa-
pers was certainly extreme. The uni-
versity administration has sent the 
message that students may only en-
gage in debate on issues which are 
deemed to be inoffensive to all," wrote 
Keating in a Feb 22 editorial. 
Keating insists the aim was not to 
offend Muslims, but to affirm jour-
nalistic free speech and to address 
the root cause of the violence in oth-
er parts of the world. 
"I recognize that many (if not most) 
Muslims are offended by these car-
toons," wrote Keating. "We did not 
intend to further offend them, but we 
did intend to shed light on the rea-
sons behind the unrest, something 
which could only be done with the 
complete context provided by the car-
toons themselves. 
"If we allow ourselves to be cowed 
by fear of extreme reprisals such as 
this, we have already lost a significant 
portion of our freedoms." 
The controversy is not confined to 
UPEI. 
A philosophy professor at St Mary's 
University in Halifax recently posted 
the cartoons on his office door to the 
chagrin of the administration and a 
number of students. He was ordered to 
remove them by the university. 
Inspired by the controversy, The 
Strand, a student newspaper at the 
University of Toronto's Victoria 
College, published its own satirical 
cartoon depicting Mohammed. 
The cartoon, submitted by a student, 
depicts Mohammed and Jesus kissing 
passionately. Unlike the Danish car-
toons, The Strand cartoon illustrates 
only the back of the prophet. 
Nick Ragaz, managing editor of The 
Strand, regrets if students were of-
fended, but feels the cartoons are not 
hateful in any way. 
"It was completely unreasonable 
language and a completely unfound-
ed charge. You can't shy away from 
controversy just because you're go-
ing to ruffle some feathers. Proactive 
censorship doesn't have a role in the 
student press," said Ragaz. 
While some Muslim students have 
approached The Strand, Ragaz says the 
more extreme comments have come 
from Christians upset with the homo-
sexual representation of Jesus. 
"Ifs always this insufferable hypoc-
risy where they say: 'I'm terribly of-
fended, you're all going to hell. But, 
we're not like those Muslims, we're 
not going to burn your office down,"' 
he said of the protestors. 
Sabir bin Muzaffar, president of 
MUN's Muslim Students' Association, 
while certainly no fan of the cartoons, 
has a temperate response. 
"We don't like the idea of having 
the prophet's picture on the front of 
a cartoon. Having said that, the re-
action we are seeing from a lot of the 
Muslim countries is probably not well 
thought. It's more to do with the local 
political circumstances that are driv-
ing it," he said. 
Muzaffar emphasizes the impor-
tant role he feels Canadian Muslims 
can play in defusing religious zeal-
otry. 
"A lot of the Canadian Muslims 
have done quite a bit about educat-
ing the public about why we don't like 
such cartoons and a lot of Muslims 
are actively denouncing the violence 
that's going on," said Muzaffar. 
SPECIAL 1 
Jumbo Pizza 
$10.99 
SPECIAL2 
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Pick up & Delivery 
754-5002 
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The editorial staff of The Cadre was 
not pleased with the decision, particu-
larly editor-in-chief Ray Keating. 
The students' union, which doesn't 
own The Strand, wrote a letter labeling 
the cartoon an "act of hate." As well, 
the Muslim Students' Association at 
the university has called the cartoons 
"gravely offensive." 
"It's not a question of being aggres-
sively violent, but it's more a question 
about learning about one another -
our likes and dislikes - and then in-
forming one another about that and 
living with that." 
323 Freshwater Road, St. john's. Nl AIS !Cl 
Tel: 709.576.6667 "' fal(: 709.576.6688 "' iennifersQuires@exitreartynl.c.om 
STUDENTS! 
Your student recreation fee 
gives you access to: 
Indoor Track • Aerobics Classes 
Cardio Center • Workout Loft 
Strength & Conditioning Center 
Basketball, Tennis, Badminton and more 
Swimming - MUN Pool & Aquarena 
lntramurals 
0
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www.theworksonline.ca 
Field House: 737-3000 
Aquarena 737-3799 
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emorial stu~ents Throw your pennies 
where they count take on Haiti 
Campus activists link 
Canada to human 
rights abuses 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
Haiti is no stranger to the media, 
with turbulent elections making 
headlines all month. But, student ac-
tivists at Memorial have spoken up to 
attribute human rights abuses in the 
country to the United Nations, the 
United States, and even Canada. 
Grad student Tracy Glynn is head-
ing up Haiti Solidarity St John's -
part of the national grassroots 
Canada Haiti Action Network - to 
spread awareness about Canada's role 
in Haitian human ·rights abuses. · 
"It's an issue that students should 
be talking about and speaking 
out once they're informed," said 
Glynn. 
Between the 2004 armed rebellion 
that forced elected-president Jean-
Bertrand Aristide into exile and the 
election of Rene Preval this month, 
Haiti was run by a United Nations 
peacekeeping mission and transi-
tional government. 
There are 9,000 UN soldiers and 
police officers from 41 countries 
in Haiti, including 125 RCMP offi-
cers and members of the Canadian 
Forces. 
Glynn says those peacekeepers are 
Professor Michael Doyle 
training the Haitian National Police, 
who are infamous for human rights 
abuses, especially in the poorest re-
gions of Haiti. 
On Friday, Haiti Solidarity col-
laborated with the Radical Media 
Society to air the independent doc-
umentary Haiti: The Untold Story, 
which explores the UN's ro]e in the 
abuses. 
The film documents Aristide sup-
porters in poor regions of Haiti. It 
shows the police .and military raid-
ing.protests and follows with graphic 
footage of beat-up houses and dead 
or wounded bystanders - all of which 
the reporter attributes to the raid-
ers. 
Jn the wake of the raids, there are 
interviews with surviving family 
members, who say their homes were 
attacked by the Haitian National 
Police or UN soldiers. 
"The person who made the docu-
mentary is right there in the poor-
est parts of Haiti, because the police 
there are especially brutal, because 
of the Aristide supporters. It's sort of 
the stronghold, so I think they're try-
ing to squash that," said Glynn. 
"The RCMP and the Canadian 
Forces are training this really bru-
tal police and there hasn't been any 
investigation, there hasn't been any 
criticism." 
While there is no evidence link-
ing the UN to abuses, Amnesty 
International has condemned the ac-
tions of the Haitian National Police, 
JOHNRIET! 
who work with the UN. 
But, Amnesty has also condemned 
the violence of armed-Aristide sup-
porters, many of whom are involved 
in gangs. Reporters Without Borders 
links those gangs to attacks on 19 
journalists and 22 media outlets dur-
ing Aristide's reign. 
Haiti Solidarity condemns the 
United States' involvement in 
Aristide's exile. During the upheav: 
al of 2004, the US and France pres-
sured Aristide to resign and go to 
South Africa. Aristide, however, says 
that French and American Forces 
kidnapped him. 
Aristide has been accused of se-
cretly controlling the violent gangs 
accused of killing people who spoke 
against him while he was in power. 
Glynn says the group does not 
support Aristide, but does support 
Haiti's right to democratically elect 
its own leader. She calls the 2004 re-
bellion a military coup. 
"We're not saying 'Go Aristide!' 
Don't get that impression," said Haiti 
Solidarity activist Laura Molyneux, 
"We're saying there are Canadian in-
stitutions doing things they should 
not be doing." 
The group will be raising aware-
ness about Haiti all week. There is a 
Let Haiti Live rally on Sunday, March 
s at I:oo pm at the Masonic Temple 
on Cathedral Street.A.swell, Haitian 
political activist and former Aristide 
minister Patrick Elie will speak on 
Wednesday, March 15, in UC-2001. 
Nigerian student col-
lects pennies for chil-
dren's charities 
BY ALEX BILL 
In a world of needy causes, individuals 
and charities are trying to develop novel 
fundraising activities all the time. One 
Memorial student has chosen an inter-
esting approach of his own - pennies. 
ChukwumaNwana came to Memorial 
in 2004 from Nigeria. Although he has 
no formal ties to the province, he decid-
ed he wanted to give something back. 
His idea was to collect the money 
thrown aside - people's pennies. 
"I saw too many pennies lying around. 
You know those Christian children's 
foundations where they're like '88 cents 
could save a child's life'? I figured if we 
had so many cents lying around, why 
not put it together?" he said. 
The International Student Centre is 
providing guidance and suggestions for 
Nwana. They are providing a table at 
their bazaar, scheduled for Thursday, 
March 9, so that other students can have 
a place to go and help him with his fund-
raising. 
"If it's to come to fruition, nothing 
would make me happier than if at least 
the 17,000 people at MUN drop a pen-
ny each," he said. 
Nwana does not work for any par-
ticular charity but says he would like to 
see this money go to children's benefits 
such as the Janeway or the Children's 
Wish Foundation. 
Chukwuma Nwana 
He hopes his efforts will encourage 
other students to get active in philan-
thropic causes and, if they do, it could 
help people anywhere in the world. 
'Tm trying to put together a student 
body, just [a] comprising of students to 
develop a culture of giving," he said. "If 
it does work out to become an associa-
tion in the long run, then it won't be just 
for the community here." 
Nwana says he comes from an altruis-
tic family and charity work comes natu-
rally for him. But, he was unsure of how 
to help other people while trying to com-
plete a double major in economics and 
political science. 
The penny fund raiser appears to have 
solved that problem and he doesn't think 
it's unusual at all for a recent immigrant 
to donate back to his adopted commu-
nity. 
"The fact that I am a student here 
makes me very much a part of this com-
munity," he said. "[My charity work] 
is not something that is exclusive to 
Newfoundland. I just feel wherever I 
am and I'm going to spend at least five 
years of my life, then I should feel right 
at home. I want to give back." 
Administration working on student 
expectations document 
CONTINUED FROM PACE 1 / process into it." 
to professors in these situations, but Doyle doesn't believe answers can 
that doesn't do it well. be found in a code, especially one 
"It's a non-functional document," used as a strict standard instead of a 
he said. "I don't know how old it is, I guideline. He thinks professors have 
don't know who the author is - I don't the option of disciplining a rebellious 
even know how I got it." student, which can be as light as a rep-
Dean of Student Affairs Lilly Walker rimand or as severe as a suspension. 
disagrees with Doyle. Although she Alternatively, professors can ignore 
doesn't know the author or the date of the problem or buy into it and ask the 
the document either, she says the Code . students what's wrong. 
has been implemented all over campus 'Tm sure a lot of profs [buy in], but 
and is now undergoing an update. I think a lot of them need to make the 
"It outlines the behaviour that's ap- decision to go that extra step," said 
propriate on campus, particularly in Doyle. "If they do, you know what 
the residences. It's used a lot in the happens if you ask someone how they 
residences," said Walker. feel. They're going to tell yop." 
"The new one is actually going to Walker believes a code of expected 
go to the Board of Regents, I believe, classroom behaviour for first-year uni-
at the next Board of Regents meeting. versity students could help decrease 
It's just a revision of this document. the instances of unintentional rebel-
And, what it allows students to do, re- lious behaviour and aid students in 
ally, is it incorporates human rights adjusting to university life. 
legislation into it. It incorporates due "We've talked about developing 
what we call a student expectations 
document. What that would identify, 
particularly for first-year students, [is] 
what the differences are in the learn-
ing environment in a university com-
pared to the secondary school," said 
Walker. 
Students that have issues with pro-
fessors can seek help by speaking to 
the director or head of the faculty, the 
dean, or their students' union. Doyle 
encouraged students to stop by the 
Counselling Centre as well. 
"A student could come over here to 
the Counselling Centre and say, 'Look, 
I'm upset. I can't study because prof X 
is doing or saying or implying this,"' 
he said. "Then, one of us will help the 
student find an avenue." 
"It has to work two ways. This is 
not only how to guide faculty that in-
teract with students, it's also what do 
you do with a student who has an is-
sue with their prof." 
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SUBMITTED 
Though defeated in Nonvay, Memorial's business faculty has an impressive track record when it comes to inter-
national competition. 
Business team competes 
in overseas.competition 
Despite dismal finish, 
business school 
remains successful 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
Despite a last-place finish at its 
most recent competition, Memorial 
University's business school has 
once again shown it is among the 
world's best. 
Memorial's School of Business 
sent a team to Oslo, Norway to 
compete in the 2006 Network of 
International Business Schools 
(NIBS) case competition on Feb 25 
and 26. 
MUN's team - comprised of 
members Nick Lane, Stephanie 
Daley, Marie Edwards, and Matthew 
Lewis - came last in the competi-
tion against two other Canadian 
universities and business schools 
from Finland, Belgium, the US, and 
Ireland. 
"We've won it [before]. The com-
petition has been held 10 times [since 
1996]. We've won it four times," said 
Coach Alex Faseruk. 
"We've had a couple of seconds 
and a couple of thirds, but this is 
unfortunately our off year." 
The NIBS case competition in-
volves each team preparing a case 
study in four hours and presenting 
it to a panel of judges that acts as a 
board of directors. 
The eight teams are separated 
into two groups of four, where each 
team is matched against one anoth-
er in a round robin competition un-
til the top two teams compete for 
first place. 
"Over there we dealt with a 
WestJet case and an Apple [case] -
what should Apple do next - and the 
pharmacy industry," said Daley. 
"So, as a business student ... 
you're going to learn about industry 
trends and what you make decisions 
based on, like what are key success 
factors and risks and how you deal 
with them. It's very intense." 
MUN's team was formed from 
members of the second-place team 
sent to the Inter-Collegiate Business 
Competition (ICBC) held at Queens 
University in January. 
"We wanted to get a marketing 
person, an ethics person, an accoun-
tant, and an MIS - management in-
formation system. So, we basically 
put together a composite team from 
previous teams and we thought we 
had a good chance," said Faseruk. 
Despite the loss, the team feels 
the experience of entering the com-
petition will prove to be beneficial 
for them and for Memorial's rep-
utation. 
"First of all, it's great experience; 
it looks great on a resume. It's one of 
the most highly sought-after compe-
titions in the world of business stu-
dents," said Lane. 
"[It's got] networking opportu-
nities as well. We met a lot of great 
people over there, from professors 
to entry people to just contact with 
other students." 
This is one of several competi-
tions that MUN's School of Business 
has participated in this year. Marie 
Edwards won the University of New 
Brunswick CIBC Bu.siness Plan 
competition in November and is in 
Queens University again this week 
to compete in an entrepreneurial 
championship. 
"Our business class as a whole 
has done amazing this year," said 
Lane. "Our class won the national 
investment competition. We sent a 
team to the Dalhousie ethics com-
petition. We had four teams place 
second at the ICBC competition," 
said Lane. 
The next NIBS competition will 
be held at the Dublin Institute of 
Technology in Dublin, Ireland, and 
Faseruk has every intention of qual-
ifying for the finals again. 
"[I'm] looking forward to anoth-
er trip to Europe. We left behind 
our trophy - we'll get it back," said 
LEAP! (forrrttldY L~tF.E) is seeking creative 
and ethusiastic individuals to volunteer fo·r this • 
event in Marchi Share your experience& with a 
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So God, The Pope, and The Prophet Mohammed walk into a bar 
BAKHTIYAR PEER 
An interfaith dialogue entitled The Ten Commandments took place Feb 21 in the engineering building. The speakers were Rabbi David Ellis, Major Ray Harris, and Mahmoud Haddara 
- representing the Jewish, Christian, and Islamic faiths, respectively. The meaning and interpretation of the Ten Commandments in the three religions was the central issue for discussion. A 
question-and-answer session followed the lecture, dominated mostly by questions on current events and relations between the faiths. 
Upcoming election adds controversial seats 
BY SHEENA GOODYEAR 
I know I haven't written a column 
for a while, but it's not my fault.. Last 
week there was a snowstorm and 
the week before that those slack-
ers at Memorial's St udents' Union 
(MUN SU) must have stayed home to 
play games, because not enough of 
them showed up to reach quorum. 
Can you really blame them for tak-
ing a break? Nobody is going to no-
tice the Students' Union disappearing 
for a few weeks while the university 
is busy losing lawsu its and being ac-
cused of fraud. 
However, it's time for MUNSU to 
fall back under the watchful eye of 
the press. I shudder to think what 
scandals have been brewing while 
we weren 't looking. You know the 
drill - every vVednesday, 5:00 pm in 
UC-2001. 
• The chair of the meeting, Keith 
Dunne, excitedly started the meet-
ing. 
"Everyone turn your cell phones off 
or put them on vibrate so you can en-
joy them," he said. 
•President Cletus Flaherty prom-
ised the long-awaited lease agreement 
with the university for the Smallwood 
Centre will be signed by the end of 
the month. 
• MUNSU received a call about a 
dormant Internet bank account from 
i993 containing $2,400 belonging to 
a nursing society. So far, the union 
has ruled out the Centre for Nursing 
Studies as the owner. 
"We got to look at getting that mon-
ey back to the young people," said 
Flaherty. 
• The union passed a motion add-
ing seats to the upcoming general 
election - Women's Rep; International 
Student Rep; Persons With Disabilities 
Rep; and Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay, or 
Transgendered (LBGT) Rep. 
Not everyone was happy about the 
decision. Male Residence Rep Matt 
Sheppard said if the union gives seats 
to everyone it could become overpop-
ulated and unable to make effective 
decisions. 
"My concern is 'Where do we stop?' 
There's going to be needs popping up 
evervwhere," he said. 
' 
' ter of Marine Studies 
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But, Part-Time Rep Stella Magalios 
said the union should always be open 
to further representation. 
"If we didn't do this, we'd be see-
ing ourselves as an elite group of peo-
ple," she said. 
Flaherty assured it wouldn't get out 
of control, saying there wasn't going to 
be a Unicyclists' Rep any time soon. 
Science Rep Lindsay Hillier ques-
tioned why the union needs a Women's 
Rep when there are already as many 
women on council as men. 
"I don't feel that I have any more 
need of representation than the guy 
sitting next to me," she said. 
But, Chief Returning Officer 
Jennifer McGrath said that the 
\Vomen's Representative would be re-
sponsible for heading the Women's 
Committee and other women's is-
sues. 
"Men's needs are not traditionally 
misrepresented," she said. 
• Voting for International Rep will 
be limited to registered international 
students. But, the other four positions 
will be made available to everyone via 
the Internet, with a disclaimer asking 
that only self-identifying members of 
those groups vote. 
Some council members said that 
people would take advantage of this 
by voting when they shouldn't. They 
also said candidates could encour-
age friends who don't belong to those 
groups to vote for them. But, Flaherty 
said this manner was the only con-
ceivable way to hold the vote. 
• In the midst of debate, the sun 
when down and VP Finance Mike 
Lovell, the self-proclaimed sexiest 
man on campus, put on a pair of sun-
glasses. 
Memorial ~=~ University of Newfoundland 
Dr. R. Kenneth Carty 
one of Canada's leading authorities on political 
parties and electoral reform will speak about 
Doing Democracy Differently: 
Is it Time for Electoral Reform in Canada? 
Wednesday, March 8, 2006, 8 p.m. 
lnco Innovation Centre, Lecture Theatre 2001 
Memorial University, St. John's 
Free admission and parking in 
Lot 18 off Irwin 's Road - Refreshments 
For more information go to www.mun.ca/harriscentre 
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CESR screening examines INCOs 
BAKHTIYAR PEER 
The society for Corporate Environmental and Social Responsibility recently screened Nickel City, a short film 
about the City of Port Colborne, Ontario. City residents are protesting the dangerous levels of nickel concen-
trations in the community which they say come from the refinery on its east side. The award-winning film was 
followed with a presentation by Diana Wiggins, a leader of a community group in Port Colborne. 
Centre hopes to create more small-medium 
enterprises 
CONTINUED FROM PACE 1 
"The CEE is an exciting initiative 
which has the potential to mobilize 
industry, institutions, government 
agencies, and the general public to-
wards building a new and sustain-
able industry sector for the province, 
focused here in the Western region," 
he said in a press release. 
The Centre is currently going 
through a two-phase process be-
fore taking on further projects. One 
is compiling an inventory of envi-
ronmental assets in Newfoundland, 
while the other involves the "mar-
keting and commercialization of the 
Centre," according to Churchill. 
The CEE is still taking baby steps 
and a major goal for the managers 
is to raise its profile. A grand open-
ing is being planned for the com-
ing months and the Centre recent-
ly sponsored a full -day workshop 
on environment-related economic 
clusters, which are concentrations of 
companies and institutions in a re-
gion that enhance economic activi-
ty through working together. 
The Centre is a joint project with 
many interested parties. The man-
agement team consists of CEE em-
ployees, the provincial government, 
Grenfell, and College of the North 
Atlantic (CNA). There is also an ad-
visory board to the Centre formed 
by the management team and the 
City of Corner Brook, the Humber 
Economic Development Board, and 
Natural Resources Canada, among 
others. 
Grenfell and CNA may provide 
resources and working space to the 
CEE, but they aren't the ones pay-
ing the bills. 
"Right now, the funding has come 
from the governme~t. In the last 
budget there was $500,ooo allocat-
ed for the CEE," said Churchill. 
If all goes according to plan, the 
Centre will benefit both Grenfell and 
the Western Newfoundland econ-
omy. If the organizations involved 
work together, it will be the environ-
ment reaping the rewards. 
"I think the long-term goal is 
for the CEE to help to create more 
[small-medium enterprises]. We 
would hope that through this ini-
tiative we would produce greater 
awareness and communication links 
between different environmental 
groups throughout Newfoundland," 
said Churchill. 
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SEATS REMAINING! 
llEI: April 24th- for one week 
llEIE: Marien Coral, Puerto Plata, 
a 4 star superior beachfront property. 
THE COUNSELLING 
CENTRE ASKS: 
i/Do You Need lfllliil 
Serenity? " ,.n!!I!t'=!.!1 
The$e sestiori.'.~ijl ,·t~e place until 
April 22, 2005 
in the Counselling Centre, UCSOOO ~ 
~I 
• 
~~~ 
Learn:. 
• Tips torela~ph)l~~cally 
Exercises. 
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Premiers team up on post-se.condary education 
McGuinty, Charest 
leading campaign for 
billions from federal 
government 
BY NADYA BELL 
OTTAWA (CUP) -An informal din-
ner conversation could shape the fu-
ture for post-secondary education in 
Canada, or at least lead to more fed-
eral money for students. 
Eight provincial premiers left a na-
tional summit on post-secondary ed-
ucation on Feb 24 in Ottawa, vowing 
to take up the issue again later dur-
ing their dinner at 24 Sussex Dr with 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper. 
The Council of the Federation 
summit on post-secondary educa-
tion left over 400 premiers, students, 
and university representatives unit-
ed in the call for increased federal 
funding. 
But, there is still disagreement be-
tween politicians and students over 
how the money should be spent at the 
provincial level. 
In the opening remarks, Quebec 
Premier Jean Charest said the feder-
al government would have to come 
up with $4·9 billion to restore fund-
ing to 1994 - 1995 levels, accounting 
for inflation. 
"We must have a plan and we must 
be able to fund it," said Charest. "Over 
the last 10 years, the federal support 
hasn't been there." 
"We say that we value education, 
but do we really? Are we really mak-
ing the necessary investments and do-
From left to right: Premiers Lorne Calvert, Dalton McGuinty, Jean Charest, and Gary Doe 
ing the necessary work?" said Ontario 
Premier Dalton McGuinty. 
Canadian Federation of Students 
Chairperson George Soule says it is 
encouraging that the premiers joined 
students in the call for more feder-
al money. . 
Newfoundland and Labrador 
Premier Danny Williams says post-
secondary education will be the first 
major issue put to Harper by the pre-
miers and should be on the national 
list of priorities. 
But, even with more money, the 
two premiers leading the Council of 
the Federation summit - McGuinty 
and Charest - may lift the tuition 
freeze in their home provinces. 
"We have frozen tuition for two 
years and now we feel justified in ask-
ing Ontario families to do a bit more 
so that together we can build a great 
system," McGuinty said. 
Jesse Greener, Ontario chairper-
son of the Canadian Federation of 
Students, says he is disappointed by 
McGuinty's statement. 
"I think among the provinces there 
is wide-ranging unanimity around 
the belief that tuition fees are much 
too high," said Greener. 
Creating national standards for 
post-secondary education was not 
NADYA BELL 
widely mentioned by the premiers. 
The group of over 400 delegates in-
cluded Manitoba Premier Gary Doer, 
New Brunswick Premier Bernard 
Lord, Newfoundland and Labrador 
Premier Danny Williams, Yukon 
Premier Dennis Fentie, Northwest 
Territories Premier Joe Handley, 
Saskatchewan Premier Lorne Calvert, 
and Prince Edward Island Premier 
Pat Binns. 
Millennium 
Scholarships 
Les bourses 
du millenaire 
Making a difference: it's your core value. Are you 
someone who's an inspiring leader, an innovative 
thinker and who's involved in his or her community? 
Someone who wants to make the world a better place 
for all the right reasons? And someone who, through 
it all, manages to get good grades? If so, you could 
be on your way to an award worth $4,000 to $10,000. 
If you're already in post-secondary studies, find out 
more about the millennium excellence award at 
www.awardforexcellence.ca. 
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-christian student's human 
rights complaint dismissed 
$18 million lawsuit 
still before Supreme 
Court 
BY BRYAN ZANDBERG 
VANCOUVER (CUP) - A recent 
British Columbia human rights tribu-
nal decision cleared the University of 
BC, its Faculty Association, and four 
of its professors from a student's claim 
they discriminated against her due to 
her Anglican Christian faith. 
Cynthia Maughan, a 47-year-old 
student who completed a master's in 
English last semester, filed simulta- · 
neous claims - a human rights com-
plaint and a civil lawsuit - over a se-
ries of events between 2001 and 2004 
which she says were a continuous 
breach of her human rights. 
Maughan alleged the pattern be-
gan with an internal e-mail wherein 
a graduate student wrote that then-
Reform party leader Stockwell Day 
made him "recall fondly a time-peri-
od when Christians were stoned." 
But, tribunal member Judy Parrack 
dismissed Maughan's complaint in 
its entirety. 
"I think all of us who were involved 
were very happy indeed with the de-
cision," said Professor Lorraine Weir. 
Weir was named in both the lawsuit 
and the human rights complaint. 
Maughan claimed Weir engaged 
in a "sustained, hostile approach to-
wards her" after Maughan refused to 
take part in a Sunday graduate stu-
dent colloquium for a seminar she 
was taking with Weir in the spring 
of 2001. 
Maughan says she was reluctant to 
attend on account of her religious be-
lief that the Sabbath is a holy day and 
because the colloquium was at the 
home of the student that had written 
the e-mail about stoning Christians. 
When Maughan was given a grade 
of 73 per cent in the seminar, she ap-
pealed it based on the argument that 
it was a further instance of discrim-
ination. 
University of BC faculty Anne 
Scott, Susanna Egan, and Judy Segal 
all wrote letters in support of Weir as 
a part of an internal appeal. 
In October 2002, Maughan brought 
an $18 million lawsuit against Weir, 
Scott, and the university. 
In 2003 and 2004 both the 
Canadian Association of University 
Teachers and the university's Faculty 
Association published articles about 
the lawsuit and held a forum on aca-
demic freedom and censorship where-
in the Maughan case was on the agen-
da. 
In March of 2005 Maughan in-
cluded all three parties in her human 
rights complaint, alleging these acts 
displayed ongoing contempt of her 
religious beliefs. 
Parrack says discussing an allega-
tion of discrimination in a public doc-
ument did not constitute a further act 
of discrimination. 
Parrack also ruled that Maughan 
filed her complaint later than the al-
lotted six months after many of the 
incidents occurred. She added, how-
ever, that even if Maughan had filed 
her complaint on time it still would 
have been dismissed. 
Weir said Parrack's written deci-
sion "expresses an eloquent defence 
of expressive freedoms in the academ-
ic context." She adds that the expe-
rience has not altered her approach 
to teaching. 
"It's probably made me even more 
conscious than I was before the law-
suit of what a privileged location the 
classroom is and how very important 
UBC English professor Lorraine Weir 
[it] is for all of.us who participate in 
academic life," said Weir. 
The $18 million civil suit still stands 
before the BC Supreme Court and a 
move by the university to dismiss it 
was turned down. 
Unlike the human rights com-
plaint, the civil suit has to do with a 
rare tort law under the Civil Rights 
Protection Act. This means Maughan 
will have to prove that the defendants 
consciously intended to breach her 
civil rights. 
Hubert Lai, legal counsel for the 
university, said the case rides on "a lit-
tle-known and virtually unused piece 
of legislation." 
He called the situation "unusu-
al" because it has to do with in-
CUP 
tent. Whereas under the BC Human 
Rights Code someone may be found 
guilty even if they have discriminated 
against someone by accident, the Civil 
Rights Protection Act is designed to 
address the intent of somebody pro-
moting hatred. 
Maughan could not be reached for 
comment. At an earlier date, however, 
she noted that her reason for launch-
ing the lawsuit was to "make students 
who want to honour their faith know 
that, if they feel they have been de-
nied that right in the university con-
text, they can pursue university ap-
peal processes without being subject 
to contempt or hatred." 
The court date for the civil suit has 
yet to be set. 
c 
Chartwells 
Downtown Comes Uptown 
Chartwells associates of the new 
Engineering Cafe invite you to a week 
long promotion from, March 6-10, 2006. 
It's a week of Balanced Choice Luncheon 
specials and daily giveaways. 
March 6-10, 2006 
Purchase a 1 0 oz coffee or tea and 
receive a second cup for free. 
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Law student receives 
controversial cartoon, 
threat 
BY TESSA VANDERHART 
WINNIPEG (CUP) - Michael Kalo 
is a Jewish law student - not the usu-
al recipient of anti-Muslim racism. 
But, when he opened his mailbox last 
week, he found an anonymous let-
ter containing threats and a cartoon 
depicting the prophet Mohammed 
from the Danish newspaper Jyllands-
Posten. 
Kalo, a 38-year-old Israeli citizen 
who moved to Canada two-and-a-
half years ago, says he still feels dis-
criminated against. His grandpar-
ents moved to Israel from Iraq and he 
has darker skin than many Israelis, 
he says. 
Kalo says the letter confirmed what 
he perceived to be racist attitudes di-
rected toward him in the faculty. 
The text of the letter reads as fol-
lows: "Michael: Why do you have to 
look and behave like that? Do you 
want us to send you back where 
you came from? You do not belong 
in our faculty! Don't say we didn't 
warn you." 
At the bottom of the letter is per-
haps the most inflammatory cartoon 
of the prophet fyfohammed published 
in Jyllands-Posten: It depicts a man 
with a beard wearing a bomb for a 
turban. 
'Tm not a terrorist, I've never car-
ried a bomb," said Kalo. "But, if this 
is how I look to others, I'm offended, 
I'm terribly offended." 
Kalo thinks the letter was a re-
sponse to a constitutional law class 
he attended before midterm break 
in which discussion turned to the 
controversial printing and reprint-
ing of cartoons depicting the Islamic 
prophet. 
Kalo compared publishing the car-
toons to burning the Canadian flag. 
He later received negative respons-
es from classmates "suggesting that 
one cannot speak up ifhe is to make 
opinions that might be uncomfort-
able for some of us," he said. 
He says that he has not been satis-
fied by the administration's reaction. 
According to Kalo, there were sugges-
tions that he had brought the letter on 
himself by offending people. 
"That's like suggesting to a victim 
of rape that she shouldn't have been 
dressed as she was," he said. 
Professor Karen Busby, who teach-
es constitutional law - a class that 
deals largely with the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms -
asserted that class discussion on the 
Mohammed cartoons was not wor-
thy of investigation. 
"It was just a classroom discussion. 
There was nothing unusual about it 
all. Some students thought that peo-
ple should publish the cartoons and 
others thought that they shouldn't," 
said Busby. "It was a perfectly reason-
able discussion on freedom of expres-
sion going in both directions." 
"I can't really see how there would 
be any possible link," she said. 
Lorna Turnbull, the associate dean 
of the Faculty of Law, distributed a 
letter to the mailboxes of all law stu 
dents on Feb 16, informing them the 
mailboxes had been used for the dis-
tribution of inappropriate material. 
Turnbull says she had received 
numerous calls from the media re-
garding the legitimacy of Kalo's com-
plaints. 
'Whenever a concern is brought 
to our attention that there has been 
a violation of university policy, par-
ticularly harassment or anti-dis-
criminatory policies, we treat all of 
those claims very seriously," Turnbull 
said. 
Campus security continues to in-
vestigate the incident. 
"• 1rda1Ctfl 
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School was cancelled last Friday. So 
what? 
No Newfoundlander has ever 
before won a gold medal at the 
Olympics. Ever. When it comes to 
Newfoundlanders competing on an 
international level, nothing has ever 
come close to what Brad Gushue and 
his rink did on Friday. I doubt I'll ever 
see another Newfoundlander make an 
athletic achievement like that again as 
long as I live. 
So, why are so many people com-
plaining? 
There are a few defined camps: 
There's the "The whole province should 
have had the day off camp," the "Why 
aren't the kids in school?" camp, and 
the "~ow dare some professors can-
cel an afternoon class!" camp. 
Are these the same people who 
get on the radio the -second day of 
December and complain about the 
Christmas lights around the city eat-
ing up their tax dollars? Open Line was 
invented for these poor souls. 
I wish the whole province could 
have the day off, but when you look 
at the stories of coworkers crowd-
ing around a two-inch television set, 
doesn't it warm the cockles of your 
heart? 
And as much as some people would 
like it, you can't shut down a province 
for curling. Children had the after-
noon off because they could afford to 
have it off. One could even argue that 
they learned more about patriotism 
and camaraderie that afternoon than 
if they had stayed in school. 
What's more interesting is the uni-
versity reaction. Some professors can-
celled classes on Friday - I assume 
they thought no one would show up. 
They were right: I saw more people 
LETTERS TO 
Other'toon 
triggers 
freedom of 
speech debate 
The recent controversy over Nick 
McGee's cartoons is a lot of tempest 
in the proverbial pot of tea. 
The cartoons are silly in the South 
Park I The Family Guy tradition of 
mock-outrage. Everyone knows Jesus 
wouldn't beat someone up and that's 
why the cartoons are funny. I burst 
out laughing when I saw them. 
Mike Sutton's cartoon in the last 
issue of The Muse, however, was an-
other matter. What point was Sutton 
trying to make by insinuating that 
Christians are Klan members, sci-
ence-haters, and gay-bashers? 
If that's the case, apparently I'm go-
ing to have to switch my biology ma-
jor and dump three-quarters of my 
friends. How unbelievably insulting, 
Mr Sutton. 
Give me a break. Was Sutton try-
ing to make a point about the recent 
publication of cartoons depicting 
Mohammed in Denmark's Jyllands-
Posten? If so, he not only missed the 
mark but also managed to set his tar-
get on yet another religion in the pro-
cess. 
The only reason he submitted that 
comic was to take a cheap shot at 
Christians. Apparently it's taboo to 
insult Muslims, but Christians are 
C\?@ !I'1erru\}~ 
in The Breezeway on Friday than I 
have ever seen on a Friday since I've 
gone to Memorial. It's also safe to as-
sume that the game was the first time 
some students saw the inside of the 
Field House. 
I can't name one person who went to 
class. I can only fathom that the people 
THE EDITOR 
fair game. 
If you've got a problem with some-
one else's faith, that's quite alright -
it's a wonderful thing called democ-
racy. But the moment you cross that 
line and start insulting the beliefs of 
people, you end up with a situation 
like the one in the Middle East over 
the Danish cartoons. 
It seems Sutton is oblivious to the 
lesson about freedom of speech and 
the responsibility it carries demand-
ing basic respect for people. 
My suggestion to Mr Sutton is this: 
Stop trying to be provocative. It's bor-
ing and you're only making yourself 
look like an ass. 
David L. Metcalfe 
[Editor's note: While I usually try 
to hold my tongue when we receive 
letters I disagree with, I really think 
I should say something in defence of 
Mike Sutton. 
When I first saw the comic, I was 
hesitant to print it due to the feedback 
from Nick McGee's comics. At the end 
of the day, freedom of speech won me 
over and I decided I would deal with 
any possible storm of e-mails head-
edmyway. 
However well founded his argument 
may be, I think Mr Metcalfe is missing 
the point. Although I am speaking/or 
Sutton without his permission, I think 
the point of the comic isn't that every 
Christian is a Klan member/science-
hater/gay-basher. 
As I see it, it makes the point that 
some groups use religion and God to 
promote their own motives. Ku Klux 
Klan members believe lynching a black 
person is simply carrying out God's 
wish. Certain groups believe God hates 
homosexuals. Many individuals be-
fila~G!'®~-
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who showed up for class have no idea 
what curling is or their mother was hit 
in the head by a curling rock. 
Now, I'm no avid sports fan. I watch 
the occasional hockey game and that's 
about it. However, I do recognize 
great achievement when I see it. Brad 
Gushue, Mark Nichols, Jamie Korab, 
lieve God frowns upon teaching evo-
lution. 
The point isn't that Christians are 
evil - not by a long shot. The com-
ic simply sheds light on the fact that 
groups exploit religions all the time 
and that Christianity is no different. 
The one lesson to learn from all 
this? Freedom of speech doesn't only 
work when you find it funny. -- Patrick 
Savard-Walsh] 
Curling a 
lousy excuse 
for cancelled 
classes 
I enjoy an early weekend as much as 
the next student. When I go to class 
and see a note saying it's cancelled 
due to a teacher's illness, I give a 
mighty cheer, sympathize, and move 
on. But, when a class has been can-
celled due to curling, it makes my 
blood boil. 
I drive to school and it takes me 
about 20 minutes of highway driv-
ing. That's about seven dollars' worth 
of gas, plus three bucks for parking. 
An average day of school costs me an 
even $10 on top of tuition. 
Truthfully, it's not even the mon-
ey that bothers me. Hell, I've even in-
tentionally skipped a few classes in 
my day. But to cancel some university 
classes and all the public schools be-
cause of curling? 
Don't get me wrong. I think it is 
absolutely fantastic that we won the 
gold and I extend my congratulations 
to Team Canada and all the other 
Russ Howard, and Mike Adam don't 
deserve a provincial holiday (though 
we do need one in February), but 
they do deserve some recognition 
- for what they did at the Olympics 
and what they will do for curling in 
Newfoundland and Labrador. 
Mark Cluett 
athletes who represented our country. 
Go, Canada, Go. But, when it gets in 
the way of people's education, some-
where in the back of my skull I get the 
feeling that something isn't right. 
It was wrong and irresponsible to 
cancel schools and classes. Let's keep 
in mind what we are all here for - ed-
ucation. Am I alone in this? 
Alex Mugford 
Free speech 
or nothing, 
there is no in-
between 
This letter is in response to a previous 
letter to the editor regarding the Jesus 
comics in previous issues of The Muse 
("Freedom of speech comes with re-
sponsibility" in The Muse Volume 
56, Issue 18). Apparently the phrase 
"Freedom of speech comes with re-
sponsibility" is just code foi: "Don't 
espouse a view that might upset peo-
pie." 
Freedom of speech doesn't include 
libel, slander, telling somebody to 
kill someone, or any variation of yell-
ing fire in a crowded theatre. Those 
are the lone "responsibilities" of free 
speech. 
Besides, I thought the whole point 
of freedom of speech was to protect 
views and opinions that are unpopu-
lar or even offensive. 
Noam Chomsky said it best: 
"Either you believe in freedom of 
speech for those whose views you de-
spise or you don't believe in it at all." 
Josh Warren 
• 
• • 
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Want free candy? Praise God. 
HERE OR THERE 
BY ALEX BILL 
Certain people have recently com-
plained to The Muse because we 
run comics possibly offensive to 
Christians, yet we stay away from 
the Danish comic debate and refrain 
from offending other religions. 
Frankly, we'd stop, but the 
Christian groups keep giving us such 
good material. 
On Thursday, Feb 23, the Christian 
Fellowship - one of the more toler-
ant Christian societies on campus 
- held an informal get-together in 
the former Hair Tech room in the 
Smallwood Centre. Of course, such a 
gathering could happen in the group's 
society room or other places, but the 
purpose was to attract new people to 
the society. 
I would have no problem if the so-
ciety was simply looking for fellow 
Christians to join them; I just think 
the society's advertising was slight-
ly too subtle. 
Signs around the university read: 
"Want Free CANDY?" with one line 
underneath reading, "We're at the old 
hair tech." [sic] 
There was no mention of the par-
ticular entity providing the candy. 
There was no mention of Christianity 
at all. The sign came across as an ob-
vious attempt to attract some of the 
secular majority by using the most 
childish motivational tool in exis-
tence - candy. 
Images of an excommunicated 
priest attempting to lure children 
into his car with treats and toys are 
all my mind could conjure. 
There are six Christian student so-
cieties on campus. They are gener-
ally divided by denomination, but 
sometimes by other ideological dif-
ferences. 
Many religious societies and 
groups, both inside and outside of 
Memorial, are content to discuss their 
perceptions of religion, organize re-
ligious-themed events, and create a 
place where people can meet with oth-
ers who share their beliefs. Christian 
groups, however, usually carry the ex-
tra element of recruitment. 
I apologize if this seems unfair-
Images of an 
excommunicated 
priest attempting to 
lure children into his 
car with treats and 
toys are all my mind 
could conjure. 
ly aimed at Christianity. In parts of 
Africa, aggressive and subversive 
proselytizing has drawn criticism 
from those who prefer traditional 
faiths and those who would like peo-
ple simply to decide for themselves. 
However, in this part of the world, 
Christian groups rush ahead with re-
cruitment drives. While Memorial's 
Christian societies are not as invasive 
as Jehovah's Witnesses, they could 
certainly benefit from a restrained 
approach. 
I understand that proselytism and 
evangelicalism are accepted aspects of 
each religion, but they could be done 
with a more polite discourse. 
Many Christians consider it 
an obligation to follow the Great 
Commission in the final verses of 
the Gospel of Matthew: "Go to all 
the nations and make disciples. 
Baptize them and teach them my 
commands." 
This is fair and should be allowed 
under the freedoms of religion and 
speech that Canadians allow all of 
their citizens. It doesn't mean you 
must go door-to-door or lure people 
with candy. 
I believe in each religion's right to 
exist and operate under the scriptures 
that guide it, as long as it is in accor-
dance with the law. Although giving 
away free candy isn't illegal, I still 
prefer to choose what to believe on 
my own rather than have it shoved 
down my throat. 
Non-fiction isllt fact read.with care 
James Frey's Pieces 
incident should teach 
us to read critically, 
no matter what 
Oprah tells you 
BY NINA VARSAVA 
EDMONTON (CUP) - Suppose I 
tried to write a memoir - to build a 
coherent and convincing narrative 
out of a fragmented memory - but 
I screwed up a detail and someone 
proved its falsity. Am I now a fraud, 
a con artist? Because some of my de-
tails are untrue, does it mean that 
my whole story is a lie? And can I 
even know which details are fact and 
which ,are fiction if all I have to rely 
upon is my imperfect memory? 
The current controversy sur-
rounding James Frey's A Million 
Little Pieces is an ideal illustration 
of the absurdity of the unwavering 
fiction/non-fiction divide. 
Since an investigative Internet 
site The Smoking Gun disclosed 
evidence in January showing that 
Frey's best-selling memoir is bloated 
with fiction, the public and the me-
dia have been in a state of stunned 
outrage. Readers feel unlawfully 
duped by the book that was decep-
tively published as non-fiction, and 
are filing lawsuits against Frey and 
his publisher. 
Oprah chose A Million Little 
Pieces for her book club in October, 
and publicly praised Frey's coura-
geous and inspiring narrative. But 
after learning that Frey had wick-
edly manipulated the truth, Oprah 
was irate. She had him, as well as 
his Random House publisher, Nan 
Talese, on her talk show, where she 
confronted them with her indig-
nation. 
Reproaching Talese, Oprah stat-
ed that, "If you're publishing it as a 
memoir, I think the publisher has a 
responsibility, because as a consum-
er, the reader, I am trusting you. I'm 
trusting you, the publisher, to cate-
gorize this book [appropriately]." 
However, Oprah also asserted 
that Frey's memoir "reads so sen-
James Frey>s A Million Little Pieces 
sationally that you can't believe 
all this happened to one person." 
Nevertheless, she took the narra-
tive as gospel until she was present-
ed with authoritative evidence to 
the contrary. 
Have some faith in yourself, 
Oprah; if something is stamped as 
fact but is entirely unbelievable, 
then maybe you should consider 
not believing it! 
Oprah's reliance on authority ex-
emplifies the public's blind and pas-
sive acceptance of what is said by 
those in power. When you're read-
ing a memoir, a newspaper article, a 
history book or whatever, you have 
the right - and, I think, the respon-
sibility - to say, "Wait a minute" 
when something seems question-
able, even if the writer or publish-
er has greater "authority" on the is-
sue than you. 
At all times, we need to approach 
critically what's presented as fact; 
if we don't, then we ourselves are 
at least partly to blame when we're 
duped by the authorities. 
I was shocked by readers' and the 
media's reaction to the discovery of 
fictitious elements in Frey's book, 
and have been led to feel that may-
be the category of non-fiction has 
to be deconstructed entirely. If peo-
ple actually take all non-fiction to 
be nonnegotiable truth, then it's a 
dangerous category indeed. 
On Oprah's show, Talese won-
derfully simplified the problemat-
ic nature of autobiography when she 
said that she can't "get inside anoth-
er person's mind." 
"Well, that's my point, Nan," re-
torted Oprah, "Otherwise then any-
body can just walk in off the street 
with whatever story they have and 
say this is my story." 
Well that's the point of autobiog-
raphy, Oprah. You're the only one 
who has the authority to write your 
own, and with respect to many de-
tails, no one can ever really know 
whether you're lying or not. 
It's ridiculous to demand that 
publishers investigate the minuti-
ae of to-be "non-fiction" for its truth 
value. Non-fiction would never be 
published because the necessary in-
vestigations would be endless - and 
impossible. 
Non-fiction has never been syn-
onymous with truth. Once a mo-
ment of temporality is over, it can 
never be directly accessed, and the 
mediations of our memories are 
never infallible. However, I don't 
think this means that all "non-fic-
tion" writing is illegitimate or dis-
missible. While one apparent so-
lution would be to categorize all 
works with questionable details as 
fiction, this would quickly become 
absurd, as I can't actually think of 
any non-fiction that wouldn't in-
clude details that were questionable 
to someone. 
We could dismantle the catego-
ry of "non-fiction" entirely, but this 
would detrimentally clump togeth-
er two categories that are, general-
ly speaking, significantly distinct, 
even if this distinction is shaky. 
Instead, I think we should accept 
and be constantly aware that the fic-
tion/non-fiction divide is blurry at 
best. If we see nonfiction for what 
it is - a reconstruction of imperfect 
memories and scattered records -
then we can appreciate the light it 
sheds on the truth, while critically 
engaging with its often question-
able content. 
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What could 
someone do to 
become more 
popular than Brad 
Gushue right now? 
BY ]OHN RIETI AND 
PATRICK SAVARD-WALSH 
on Canadian Idol and 
· actually win~ 
• 
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Crazy clothing technology like the suit worn by this acrobat was showcased at the closing ceremonies of the Turin Olympics. 
Science-backed 
training, equipment 
helps push Canada 
into third-place 
standing 
BY SHAUN KILLEN 
AND PAULA MENDON<(A 
It may not have helped the men's 
hockey team, but technology gave 
some Canadian athletes an extra edge 
at the Olympics in Turin, Italy. 
Because a fraction of a second can 
be the difference between winning a 
medal and going home empty-hand-
ed, many Olympic athletes used sci-
entific expertise to prepare for com -
petition. 
In Ottawa, the National Research 
Council's wind tunnels are normally 
used to study the effects of wind on 
cars and airplanes. But, the tunnels 
also allowed Canada's skeleton team 
(which won three medals in Turin) to 
train without worrying about poten-
tial accidents that can occur in regu-
lar practice runs. Using the tunnels, 
athletes simulate the feeling of going 
125 kilometres an hour while remain-
ing completely stationary. 
Speed skaters and cross-country 
skiers have also used the tunnels to 
test the aerodynamics of their tech-
nique and different types of equip-
ment. 
Athletes of various Olympic sports 
could also be spotted wearing aer-
odynamic clothing. Canadian fans 
may have noticed hockey teams 
wearing new, form-fitting uniforms. 
Nike, makers of the jerseys, say the 
outfits allow for greater speeds by re-
ducing drag and air resistance. The 
innovative design also allows for im-
proved ventilation and temperature 
regulation. 
According to David Behm, a 
professor in the School of Human 
Kinetics and Recreation at Memorial, 
the advantage such technologies give 
may be small, but it could be the de-
ciding factor in elite competition. 
"If you are one of the very elite 
sprinters in the world ... a one per 
cent difference is the difference be-
tween your gold medal, your silver 
medal, and your bronze medal," he 
said. 
The confidence of having access 
to the latest technologies and equip-
ment may also add a psychological 
boost to the physical factors that en-
hance athletic performance. 
However, some people question 
if technological access may lead to 
a competitive gap between rich and 
poor countries. Unfortunately, trou-
ble arises when designing guidelines 
for the use of technology during 
competition, especially when re -
stricting the development of sports 
equipment. Some fear that by using 
high-tech innovations in the design 
of athletic gear, competitions will no 
longer be based on athletes' own nat-
ural abilities. 
But, it is difficult to know where 
to draw the line. 
"If you could take that argument 
to the highest degree, you would say 
everybody should be running the 
marathon in bare feet," said Behm. 
Behm says one area that will even-
tually require regulation is genetic 
modification. Also known as gene-
doping, future advances in genet-
ic therapy - intended for the treat-
ment of diseases such as muscular 
dystrophy - could also allow ath-
letes to manipulate their bodies for 
better performance. 
March 2, 2006 
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"They are going to be able to 
change the structure of an individ-
ual in terms of how fast a muscle can 
grow or the type of muscle fibres that 
they might be able to possess," said 
Behm. "At least with ... the normal 
training we have now, you take your 
genotype and you bring it to the best 
potential that you have." 
A major concern with gene-dop-
ing is there could be severe health 
risks that are not yet fully under-
stood. Also, detecting this type of 
enhancement is nearly impossible 
compared to steroids and the oth-
er drugs currently at the centre of 
sports-doping scandals. 
But as long as athletes maintain 
their pursuit for improved perform-
ance, researchers will continue to ex-
amine new frontiers in sports sci-
ence. 
«You will never stop technology," 
said Behm. 
Sask. scientists find possible addiction cure 
BY TESSA V,.\NDERHART 
WINNIPEG (CUP) - Chronic drug 
addiction may be treatable by block-
ing a signalling passageway in the 
brain, according to researchers at the 
University of Saskatchewan. 
A recently discovered peptide can 
block the pleasure associated with 
drugs, meaning that it can prevent the 
highs that drive drug users. Because it 
interferes with the chemical reaction 
that occurs in every user's brain, this 
protein could be a "universal strategy 
for the treatment of substance abuse," 
said University of Saskatchewan psy-
chiatry professor Xia Zhang. 
Zhang's research team, based in the 
Neuropsychiatry Research Unit and 
Neural Systems and Plasticity Unit, 
will publish its findings in the March 
issue of Nature Medicine. 
The peptide, technically named 
PTEN, is actually one part of a very 
complex brain process: reward. 
Neurotransmitters and brain chem-
icals send messages through the brain 
by attaching themselves to receptors. 
For the reward process, this is largely 
done by dopamine and serotonin. 
Zhang says most addictions are 
linked to more active and more nu-
merous dopamine receptors and that 
this peptide can determine how of-
ten these receptors get activated by 
abused substances. 
PTEN is a naturally occurring mol-
ecule that blocks serotonin receptors, 
preventing the effect of a drug. 
Rats trained to seek nicotine or 
THC (the active chemical in mari-
juana) in a white box were given the 
molecule, or salt as a control. 
When rats were treated with this 
manipulated PTEN, the drug-re-
ward process was effectively thwart-
ed - they showed no special interest in 
the white box. Further testing showed 
that no effects of the drugs were real-
ized, including those commonly as-
sociated with addiction such as crav-
ings and withdrawal. 
Though the tests examined how 
PTEN blocks the effects of nicotine 
and THC, Zhang says it could be 
used to cure addictions to other drugs 
which use the same reward pathways, 
such as cocaine, heroin, and metham-
phetamine. 
However, Zhang warns that the re-
search is still in its preliminary stag-
es. While it has been shown to be 
relatively safe in rats, it will be years 
before the peptide is tested on hu-
mans. Even then, the potential neg-
ative effects of the molecule must be 
considered. 
"Because the action of a dopamine 
neuron is responsible for the pres-
ence of naturally occurring [respons-
es to] events such as food or sex," not· 
ed Zhang, "it is possible our peptide 
could make people unhappy, because 
it can suppress happiness or pleas-
ure." 
March 2, 2006 
BY JUANITA KING 
Newfoundland is a great place for sky-
watching - there aren't a lot of city 
lights and the air is clean. It doesn't 
take much to start gazing at the stars 
and it can be a great pastime when 
you're not busy studying or drinking. 
If you're adventurous you could try 
mixing it up - a dozen beer for a doz-
en zodiac signs, perhaps? 
Get to know the sky 
Unless the only astronomy knowledge 
you have is from The Lion King, you 
are probably already familiar with the 
night sky. Most people can find the Big 
Dipper but just see a scattered bunch 
of stars when it comes to other con-
stellations. 
Science & Technology 
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Saturn, and show the cloud bands (and 
moons) ofJupiter," said Dodge. "When 
Mars is close (every three years) bin-
oculars can show the disc of the plan-
et and its moons." 
For those considering taking the 
next step, he recommends attending a 
public observing session to try out dif-
ferent kinds of telescopes. The St John's 
Centre of The Royal Astronomical 
Society of Canada (RASC) holds pub-
lic observing sessions. 
Get involved 
• RASC meets monthly on campus. 
Meetings are every third Wednesday of 
the month at 8:00 pm in C-2045. 
• Memorial has undergradu-
ate physics courses about astrono-
my. Also, there are short astronomy 
courses available through Memorial's 
Lifelong Learning program. 
Experts advise becoming accus-
tomed to the general appearance of 
the night sky before laying down ma-
jor scrilla on a fancy telescope. Randy 
Dodge, Memorial's technical support 
manager and an avid skywatcher, says 
he encourages beginners to first look 
with the unaided eye. 
Star trails are an exciting, though challenging, phenomenon to photograph for skywatchers. • The Marine Institute has a small 
planetarium for those interested in 
learning more about the night sky. 
"Get acquainted with the stars and 
[constellations]. Notice the movements 
and how the planets don't move like 
rest of the stars," he said. 
The night sky has a lot to offer - eve-
rything from planets and moons to 
comets, constellations, and deep-sky 
objects like nebulae and supernovae. 
Dodge says the planets Saturn, 
Mercury, and Mars are nighttime ob-
jects worth noting at the moment. He 
also recommends locating easily rec-
ognizable constellations that are vis-
ible all year, like the Big Dipper and 
Cassiopeia. 
"You can use these to jump from 
constellation to constellation," he said. 
"Follow the arc of the Big Dipper to get 
to Arcturus, for example. A favourite 
winter constellation is 
Orion - easily found in the southern 
sky, [it] has three stars in a row." 
Now is an especially great time to 
watch the night sky. This week and 
next week a new comet is becoming 
visible in the predawn morning sky; it 
is close to Venus this week, says Dodge. 
A quick search online shows the path 
of Comet Pojmanski. 
The right tools for the 
job 
The most useful tool for beginners is 
a pair of binoculars. 
Binoculars' features are determined 
by two numbers: The first number in-
dicates the magnification, the second 
the diameter of the lenses in the front 
(called apertures). Large apertures are 
best for skywatching, as they can col-
lect more light and reveal fainter ob-
jects. (Try 10 x 50 glass.) A tripod is 
also a good idea for a less shaky ver-
sion of the sky. 
A common misconception about 
skywatching is that it requires a tel-
escope to see anything important. 
Dodge disagrees. 
"Binoculars can show fine detail 
on the moon, can resolve the rings of 
• Magazine subscriptions for be-
ginning astronomers, like Night Sky, 
are helpful and have up-to-date in-
formation. 
• There are many books availa-
ble at the QEII Library that are help-
ful for beginners. Try: The Backyard 
Astronomer's Guide by Terence 
Dickinson and Alan Dyer, A Complete 
Manual Of Amateur Astronomy by 
P. Clay Sherrod, and A Year Of The 
Stars: A Month-By-Month Journey Of 
Skywatching by Fred Schaaf. 
The Wikipedia predicament 
THE INTERNET IS FUCKED UP 
- DIG? 
~~~ ~~~~ 
BY MARK CLUETT 
As Wikipedia approaches the landmark 
one-millionth entry to its online col-
laborative encyclopedia, its role in stu-
dents' lives and current spotlight from 
online press shows how convenient and 
dangerous it can be. 
In case you don't know, Wikipedia 
is an online encyclopedia fielding en-
tries from any Joe Blow who decides he's 
an expert on any given subject. Editors 
and readers can then read these entries 
and change them based on format and 
validity. 
This collaboration-based method of 
maintaining the service has both its 
pros and cons. 
The obvious pros are that you get 
a world full of copywriters for an ex-
tensive and modern online encyclope-
dia that not only documents scholarly 
subjects but also the bullshit you argue 
about with your friends. Where else 
will you get entries about Leonardo da 
Vinci alongside those about Leonardo 
the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle? 
But, what Wikipedia has in range 
it lacks in credibility. Chances are the 
Coke-bottle-glasses-wearing nerd in 
class is probably going home to write 
an entry about how Rebootfan36 has 
won 400 games of StarCraft since 1999. 
(Yes, the nerd is Rebootfan36.) 
I'm willing to assume you aren't writ-
ing any research papers on Rebootfan36, 
but what about topics like Chaucer, fed-
eral politics, and foreign policy? All of 
these subjects are featured on the site 
that can potentially be flat-out wrong. 
Just look at the news. Many 
American politicians have had their en-
tries changed to speculate where their 
campaign donations came from or to 
allege domestic abuse. However un-
true they are, they may still prove cost-
ly come election time. 
An entry that hits closer to home is 
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the Ocean Ranger disaster. After a bru-
tal winter storm on Feb 14, 1982, the 
drilling platform sank, killing all those 
aboard. The Wikipedia entry gives an 
account of the night's events. Further 
down the page, however, is a correction 
that is just a narrative account from 
an engineer explaining it all as told to 
him by ODECO, owners of the Ocean 
Ranger. 
Both sides offer two radically differ-
ent stories and there is no indication 
which one is true, so it is useless to any-
one researching the Ocean Ranger. 
Countless times I have looked up 
entries and they've been vandalized 
by online miscreants. Recently, when 
I looked up an entry on the moon, I 
met this: 
"The Moon is actually the left testi-
cle of chuck norris. after chuck norris 
roundhouse kicked a million people 
he met with a martial arts expert who 
told him that he had testicular cancer. 
Chuck said " the hell i do" and ripped 
his left testicle out and threw it into 
the sky. However, he immediatly re-
grew his left testicle: Earth's only nat-
ural satellite." [sic] 
This is the tame stuff. 
Students have been using Wikipedia 
to help with research papers for years. 
While it can be a helpful source lead-
ing to many great references, don't 
take its entries as fact. Just remem-
ber, Rebootfan36 could have written 
that entry you're citing about the Cold 
War. 
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· I became completely disconnected 
from my body and somewhere in the 
midst of the torment and alienation, 
·the emotional abuse and bullying 
ly restricts her diet. · But, 
she could still have secret 
troubles. 
Dot's story 
Dot is one of those girls . 
A student at Memorial, 
she would never be mis-
taken as someone bat-
tling an eating disorder. 
The only clue is the shad-
ow that covers any spark 
in her eyes. 
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1hose most susceptible to eating 
disorders have proven to be young 
girls and women already weakened 
by the impossible pressures and ide-
als of their societies. These women 
are daughters, mothers, grandmoth-
ers, sisters, and friends. 
1hey run around with lifeless 
eyes and grey complexions using ev-
ery store of energy to smile in quiet 
~Dot, eating disorder sufferer 
Her mother, Pat, saw 
If you were to pass one of these 
women on the street, you would not 
necessarily recognize an eating dis or -
der. All too often people assume eat-
ing disorders only come in emaciated, 
bone-jutting packages. In reality, these 
disorders do not have just one face. 
"[People tend to believe] you have 
to be 60 pounds to have an eating 
disorder and you have to be 50 to 60 
pounds in order to die from one,'' said 
her as a bundle of end-
less possibilities when she was born. 
Indeed, she admits she was one of 
those starry-eyed mommies who 
gaze into her child's eyes and think 
the child is perfect. 
At three years old Dot was encour-
aged to do the things typical of a happy 
little girl: She played with dolls, paint-
ed pictures, and hosted tea parties. 
Dot remembers the day when these 
pastimes could no longer suffice. 
She re-
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:o 60 Dot remembers the day when these 
' said pastimes could no longer suffice. 
She re-
calls curing her boredom one after-
noon with a game of dress-up. A-S®e 
adorned herselfinher mother's ~ads~ 
t\;. 
she caught aquick glimpse o(,h~~If 
in the room .. s full-length mirror~tslie · " 
instantly froze at the sight of hertb· 
flection. ., 
That crucial moment was when the 
once buoyant little girl lost herjoy. 
As she examined her image she ~on­
cluded that before she was a person, 
before she was a girl, and before she 
even understood the true meaning of 
the word, she was fat. From that day 
on Dot would identify herself asunat-
tractiv~ unworthy, and unlovable. 
All of the women involved in Dot's 
life have been greatly affected by,~Q~ 
ciety's ideas of what is beautiful.·Pat 
attributes her daughter's struggles to 
her own body image issues. 
«1 am always unhappy when I look 
in the mirror; all I can see are my 
flaws," said Pat. "I can never stop my-
self from making a derogatory c,9m-
ment about my weight. It's like my sec-
ond, sometimes first, nature. I've done 
this for as long as I can remember." 
Dot mimicked her mother's ritual. 
She remembers thinking it was a typ-
ical and universal behaviour because 
it was all she ever knew. She had been 
absorbing her mother's comments 
from the start. 
"Parents with body image issues 
unwitting .sson their fears 
childten,.'\sam Di Dominic. 
As the:)11·- :l:$mnt on, Dot 
mersed 1 "' .workings of 
world ~~ {use~uri~(· -
roots. Itu( . 4 thnefor heri 
grasp the.: eathat being fat · . . . 
ridicule and abuse. Each craSS'~i'>m-'-· 
ment and d~giminating gl -if'. . m 
her furthermto herself. 
"'"the ~ · Jeff ~<;tually· . 
hard to b ,,,; shl sil.i~., -«' 
completely;ilisconnected fro: :".,,. y 
body and SOll)ewhere in the midst of 
the torment-and alienation, the ~-O· 
tional abuse iUld bullying started~-0m­
ing from within me. My owntho~bts 
and voice .t9~ over as my pr" ,,_,,,.' , ·' "; :1~, 
abuser." she,sald; ' . . . ·less, an 
By this time Dot had unconSCiaus- · 
ly concededto the disorder knock-
ing on her door since the age of tliree: 
She started.to change her body. Ohce 
she began t-0: ~tarve hersel~ . felt The 
the comt1Jo!!.'$~11s~tiQn 9f pow · .. ~ . ; , body is: •, 
control. ' '·''' at con " 
''Every titne I skipped a meal or To Dot it 
went a day without food, I felt invin- survival.. .- _ .. 
cible-itwadike Iwasgettingmy1D4,.. "I was~,: 
she said. ~·1 !emember in the begin:- being ph :. · · · -· ·· 
ning when~ystomach would sq;~m . emptill 
for nourisqµlent; I was ecstatJ.~10,~ :· long Um 
cause it was,ny sign that I was Mi.Su . ness and 
appearing." · · ing to feel 
These feelings were only te~ Ntmlel-
rary. After a while 
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Singer I songwriter, 
professional mope 
Ron Sexsmith 
discusses the 
simple life 
BAKHTIYARPEER 
Singer/songwriter Ron Sexsmith lives the average schmoe's life between penning wistful songs and hanging out with Paul McCartney. 
BY PAUL SANFORD HEPPLESTON PSH: What are you listening to? RS: Yeah, very normal. I rent a wouldn't mind having a little more of it, maybe five or six shows, and they 
RS: I just got Night Beat by Sam house in Toronto and do my laun- a nest egg, because rm always strug- were all in the States. We didn't do 
With accolades from Brian Wilson, Cooke and when I get something new I dry down the street. It's about as nor- gling a bit. Everybody feels insecure anything in Toronto or Canada, real-
Elvis Costello, and Daniel Lanois, listen to nothing but [it] for a while. mal as you can get, I guess. about that kind of stuff .... rm real- ly, because the whole idea was to put 
Canada's Ron Sexsmith is vastly rec- ly happy that I've been able to make something out while I recorded the 
ognized as one of the nation's song- PSH: How are you enjoying the PSH: Do you have a problem with a living and continue doing it. next album. We didn't think anyone 
writing treasures. But, he flies on Bluebird North tour? people stopping you in the street? would put it out - we were just go-
a regular plane with the rest of us RS: It's been really good. These RS: It's a recent development, real- PSH: Have there been any celeb- ing to sell it from stage. It was like a 
schlubs because too few people rec- sorts of things where you only play ly. No, it doesn't bother me. Actually, rity meetings that have intimidat- bit of a side project, but now we got 
ognizehim. four songs a night are pretty pain- it has the opposite effect on me, where ed you? a Juno nomination from it, so may-
The involvement of Chris Martin less and fun. There is a lot of waiting I'll be having a bad day or something RS: Almost all of them. Elvis be that'll turn people onto it. I was 
from Coldplay on a song called "Gold around, but it's been a good lineup. and someone will come up and say Costello, Paul McCartney - I had really proud of it. 
In Them Hills,, first drew Sexsmith to something kind of generous and breakfast at his house, then we played 
my attention in 2002. Otherwise, he's PSH: What made you start to that'll just change my whole mood. guitar for a while. I was nervous PSH: If music hadn't worked out 
easy to miss, since he doesn't chart make music? Do you remember? It seems to be good for my self-es- meeting [Gordon] Lightfoot for the for you, did you have a Plan B? 
hits. He does, however, write wonder- RS: I started singing at four or five teem sometimes. first time. I don't get nervous where RS: No, I didn't. I was a courier 
ful and endearing songs. and playing shortly afterwards, but it's embarrassingly nervous; I guess and that's what rd still be doing if 
Stopping by for the recent Bluebird it was in Grade 5 or 6 I noticed that PSH: You seem to have an ide- shy is maybe the right word. this hadn't worked out. I didn't want 
North songwriters' tour, we sat down Elton John - I'm a huge Elton John al kind of celebrity, then: You have a Plan B because I was afraid I'd use 
to discuss life, the universe, and ev- fan - wrote all his own songs (with the respect oflegendary musicians PSH: Last year you quietly re- it as a safeguard. 
erything. Bernie Taupin). It hadn't occurred but your everyday life isn't compli- leased Destination Unknown with-
to me to look before, but that got me cated by your fame. out much fuss. How has it been re- There is little danger of Sexsmith 
PSH: What are you reading? thinking. I guess I started writing RS: It's true of a lot of Canadian ceived? returning to his old job as a courier. 
RS: A book called Drop City. It's in my teens, but I didn't write any- artists, where they see us walking RS: The diehards - the people who His last full-length album, Retriever, 
about the end of the Summer Of Love thing I could play for you now un- the red carpet, then we all go back to are into all my stuff - have been re- was widely praised as some of his 
period, where things were getting dark til my 20S. our rented houses with bad plumb- ally positive. Outside of that, it has best work to date. His next album, 
and paranoid. A friend got the rights ing or whatever. It's really humbling been kind of under the radar. . .. I recorded in Los Angeles with pro-
to make the movie and I might get to PSH: Are you still able to live a in a way. In terms of fame, I wouldn't don't think a lot of people have even ducer Mitchell Froom, is slated for 
write some music for it. pretty normal life? want any more than I have now. I heard it. We did very little to promote release in May. 
15% off all waterbottles and mugs 
Wednesday, March 81h studjtit 
services 
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Blood on.the 
dance floor 
Elimination Dance 
bring back the boogie 
with their debut EP 
BY KATIE HYSLOP 
Forget Marty McFly and his Calvin 
Klein shorts - Elimination Dance want 
you to go back to the i95os and dance 
in your socks. 
Sock Hop, Elimination Dance's first 
EP, will be released this weekend at 
two CD release shows - an aJI-ages 
show on March 3 at the Eastern Edge 
Gallery and a bar show at Roxxy's on 
March4. 
The title refers to a school dance in 
the i95os where students had to dance 
in their socks because their dress shoes 
marked up the floor. It coincides with. 
the origins of the name Elimination 
Dance, taken from a short film by 
Bruce McDonald based on a poem by 
Michael Ondaatje. The poem centres 
on a dance trend in which participants 
get disqualified through admission to 
embarrassing situations read out by 
the emcee. 
The five-track disc has already ere-
ated a buzz, selling out all 100 preor-
der copies and prompting Rock Can 
Roll Records' Liz Pickard to sign the 
band. 
"They gave us a grant of $150 and 
we're getting hooked up now with 
Adam Goodwin [of Mach Tiver and 
Swords] who's going to silkscreen some 
shirts for us," said vocalist and guitar-
ist Jordan Young. 
Elimination Dance is known for 
their indefinable sound and dark lyr-
ics, resulting in comparisons to Pixies, 
Husker Dii, and Pere Ubu. 
"I've been told by a lot of punk rock-
. inclined musicians that my drumming 
is rock and I've been told by the more 
progressive side of rock that my drum-
ming is punk," said drummer Steve 
Aylward. 
Their influences incorporate ev-
ery genre short of rap and pedal-steel 
country. Although they acknowledge 
an inspiration from bands big during 
their childhood, such as grunge acts 
like Nirvana and Pearl Jam and even 
nu-metal bands like Limp Bizkit, they 
also dig cartoons. 
"After Fred Penner, I've gotta say that 
Jem And The Holograms are a big mu-
sical influence on me," said Young. 
Arts & Culture 
"Very surreal and absurd like David 
Firth cartoons. We have quite the ap-
preciation for anything remotely ab-
surd," said Aylward. 
With the exception of "Knife 'N 
Twirl," which was salvaged from an 
otherwise botched Roxxy's perfor-
mance, the entire EP was recorded in 
24 hours - which doesn't reflect on its 
quality. 
"It wasn't done in a studio. It was 
done in a home, but with top-of-the-
line, high-tech equipment, and it was 
done by a professional," said Young. 
"That's something we're really proud 
of, to be a band that started off this 
small, this quickly, and have a quality 
recording out." 
Elimination Dance only formed in 
August 2005, but have already opened 
for Montreal's The Corduroys, Ottawa's 
Daydream Square, and their own he-
roes Trailer Camp, Jigger, and Bung. 
They recently turned down an offer to 
play an East Coast Music Awards no-
case this weekend because Aylward and 
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guitarist Alex Bridger couldn't miss 
classes. 
The band credits the local arts com-
munity, fellow musicians, friends, fam-
ily, and lovers for their success, but does 
not deny that they stand apart from 
their peers. 
"One thing I like about our name 
... Elimination Dance, I think it pret-
ty much sums us up," said bassist Paul 
Tucker. "At the end of it all, we're the 
four last people on that dance floor. We 
stand out from the crowd." 
Catch Noah Baumbach's The Squid And The Whale this Thursday before watching Montreal darling and Ziggy Stardust-loving Jean-Marc Vallee's C.R.A.Z. Y. next week. 
Minor threats: The Squid And The 
Whale and C.R.A.Z. Y. 
MUN C INEMA SERIES 
BY MILDRED PIERCE 
First, I need to remind you that this 
Thursday you still have time to con-
sider seeing The Squid And The Whale, 
the all-out in die hit of the season fea-
turing the lovely Laura Linney and the 
joyless Jeff Daniels as a pair of sparring 
marrieds in relationship meltdown. 
Director Noah Baumbach has ad-
mitted that he mined his own life for 
this tragicomic story about a family, 
one of those all-too-familiar, just-like-
us nuclear units. Highly praised for 
their intense depictions of two smart 
people mired in the mud of the mind, 
Jeff Daniels and Laura Linney sound 
furious and signify something nasty 
and self-destructive about the times 
we live in. 
Arguably, the real power of the film 
comes from the way it concentrates 
on the kids and the effect a breakup 
has on their vulnerable sensibilities. 
If Baumbach is really doing autobiog-
raphy then the young Walt surely per-
sonifies his childhood trauma. Walt 
is operating by instinct and design, 
determined to fight back at his par-
ents and their silly self-absorbed ways 
through the only methods he can. 
The Squid And The Whale is an 
amazingly compelling movie about 
what happens when bad things hap-
pen to not such good people. In fact, 
they aren't bad or even not so good -
they're just utterly, irrevocably hu-
man. 
If you somehow miss Baumbach's 
little masterpiece you still have time to 
line up for C.R.A.Z.Y, another smash 
hit about the wild imagination of the 
child, although with a far different 
emphasis and context. Quebec direc-
tor Jean-Marc Vallee has made an im-
portant work of art out of growing up 
gay and Catholic. 
The kid at the centre of the cha-
os is young Zachary (Emile Vallee), a 
fiercely cerebral youngster who grows 
up in the wacky i97os. \Veil, that time 
period might as well be pre-history, 
because the styles and songs of the pe-
riod are as remote as Sonny & Cher. 
Zac's family is pur laine Quebecois 
Catholic - traditional, demanding, 
eccentric, and homophobic. They live 
life big and hard. 
What drives the narrative forward 
through the visual jungle is Zac's 
struggle with his sexual orientation 
and his relationship with his domi-
neering father, who is at once com-
plicated and sympathetic. 
C.R.A.Z.Y is a huge hit in Quebec 
and in Europe, where the citizens eas-
ily understand the art of the story and 
the wit of its dialogue. The themes 
are universal even while the locale is 
so specific to provincial history and 
cultural habits. The cinematography 
is stunning and the editing is fantas-
tic, but perhaps the biggest strength is 
the musical score, as director Vallee 
takes us through so many alternative 
golden oldies, with David Bowie get-
ting star billing as muse and inspira-
tion. Why wouldn't a young gay guy 
in '70s Quebec see a world of possibil-
ity in Ziggy Stardust? 
Take note that both The Squid And 
The Whale and C.R.A.Z.Y have re-
served larger theatres in anticipation 
of the crowds, but you still need to be 
there early to make sure your rump 
gets the right seat. 
The Squid And The Whale plays 
Thursday, March 2 and C.R.A.Z.Y. 
plays Thursday, March 9. Both films 
screen at Empire Studio 12 in the 
Avalon ]\,fall at 7:00 pm. Tickets go on 
sale at 6:00 pm. 
r 
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Running Scared running on empty 
Running Scared 
Starring Paul Walker, Cameron Bright, 
Vera Farmiga 
New Line Cinema 
Rated R 
BY ADAM RIGGIO 
So much happens in Running Scared 
that I don't even know where to be-
gin. 
The plot, complicated as it is, con-
sists of a very angry Paul Walker run-
ning all over New York and New Jersey 
to find a gun (used to kill a corrupt 
cop) that his son's friend Oleg stole to 
shoot his abusive stepfather. 
That's only the first io minutes. But, 
there is so much stuff going on in this 
movie that it feels longer. The movie 
is exciting if you find violence excit-
ing. The most Paul Walker ever real-
ly does is yell at people, threaten to 
shoot them, and get shot at himself. 
This movie is so fast-paced it breaks 
the sound barrier. 
The story is ridiculous. The hunt 
for the gun involves Russian mafia, 
obsessions with John Wayne, under-
cover FBI agents, corrupt cops, alien 
abductions, identity switching, time 
travel, and hypnotic television trans-
missions. Somewhere in that sentence 
I started making stuff up, but Running 
Scared is so complicated, you proba-
bly won't notice. 
The camerawork is needlessly com-
plicated as well. The camera never re-
ally stops moving and is especially 
frenetic during the fight scenes, of 
which there are about 80. Almost ev-
ery scene is shot in an overly stylistic 
way that tries to suggest gritty-yet-
artful but actually suggests trying-
too-hard. Watching it gave me mo-
tion sickness. 
There are some universally posi-
tive aspects to Running Scared as well. 
Cameron Bright gives an engaging 
performance as Oleg on the most 
traumatizing night of his life. Chazz 
Palminteri is, as usual, fun to watch 
as the corrupt cop he's played about 
50 times before. 
And, I have to give props to the 
writers for allowing Vera Farmiga to 
play something more than the protag-
onist's long-suffering wife. She joins 
the search for Oleg and tracks him 
to the house of a disturbing husband 
and wife duo. 
Her mental and physical confron-
tation with the couple is set up as the 
moral heart of the movie. She later 
tells Walker that in that family she had 
seen true evil and that such depravity 
was not in her husband. Writer/direc-
tor Wayne Kramer handles it clumsi-
ly, but this sequence is more compel-
ling than the rest of this hyperactive 
movie. 
Really, I don't know whether to rec-
ommend this movie or not. I rare-
ly found it particularly entertaining 
and the cinematography was physi-
cally nauseating. I suppose if you like 
needlessly convoluted plots that are 
thin excuses for gratuitous violence, 
then this is the movie for you. 
Doogal is bad • • • to the bone 
Doogal 
Starring William H. Macy, Ian 
McKellen, and Jon Stewart 
The Weinstein Company 
RatedG 
BY PAUL SANFORD HEPPLESTON 
On my way into the theatre I saw the 
poster for Doogal, rolled my eyes, and 
wondered which of the goofy-looking 
animals would be the one with the 
farting problem. As it turns out, it's 
the moose and he's not the only thing 
that stinks in this film. 
Doogal is the American version of 
a British cartoon called The Magic 
Roundabout and it features the voice 
work of Jon Stewart, Ian McKellen, 
William H. Macy, Kylie Minogue, 
Chevy Chase, Kevin Smith (the 
moose, of course), Whoopi Goldberg, 
and Saturday Night Live members past 
and present Jimmy Fallon and Bill 
Hader. 
The plot is ridiculous. Doogal is a 
selfish dog who causes all kinds of mis-
chief (cue "Bad To The Bone") which 
gets his owner, Florence (Minogue), 
trapped inside a frozen carousel un-
til three jewels break the spell cast by 
the evil Zeebad (Stewart). 
Visually speaking, Doogal is a pret-
ty boring production slightly better 
than the average Veggie Tales vid-
eo. In light of recent animated films, 
the producers of Doogal could have 
spent more time making the film vi-
sually engaging, especially consid-
ering how much time they saved by 
not having a decent script. Honestly, 
if it weren't for Jon Stewart's presence 
in the film, Doogal would have been 
unbearable. 
But what do I know? I'm just an 
uncle - my child-appropriate stan-
dards have not yet been subjected 
to the scrutiny of parenthood. So, I 
asked a nearby group of ankle-bit-
ers for some much-needed perspec-
tive. Daniel, 4, Gabe, 6, and Zev, 8, 
weighed in on Doogal: "It was awe-
some!" I got six sticky and enthusias-
tic thumbs up from this crew. I stand 
corrected. 
Oh yeah, their favourite part? The 
farting moose. If you can read at a grade five level, you probably won't enjoy Doogal. 
Wish you could wait 
for the bus wherever 
you want? 
Now you can. 
Introducing 
myStop text messaging service 
• Receive the expected arrival time 
on your cell phone for any stop, 
on any Metrobus route, at any 
time of day. 
• Only 25<:: (or less) per request. 
Try it out! 
To receive the expected arrival 
time for the next Metrobus at the 
Memorial University Centre bus 
stop, text message STJ 2027 
to 848259. 
my Stop 
..... 
For a complete list of 
Metrobus stop numbers, 
visit www.mystop.ca. 
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The Plastic 
Constellations 
Crusades 
French Kiss 
Art Rock 
BY A.NSHUMAN !DDAMSETTY 
"You'll always be my boy." That's what 
Mazatlan, the second album from 
The Plastic Constellations, promised 
to cocked high-fives everywhere. But, 
2005 came and went and the deadbeat 
dads never wrote back. 
Then, they signed to French Kiss. 
Crusades isn't them apologizing for 
their absence; it's more like the strung 
out dads abruptly returning and toss-
ing a bag of weed to their long-forgotten 
kids. Better late than never, right? 
Opener "Phoenix And The Faultline" 
proves that maybe those sketchy father 
figures were pretty rad after all. The fa-
miliar intensity and vocals are back as 
kids everywhere suddenly remember 
how to mosh. The old dudes from the 
Midwest continue to crib from their 
math rock playbook on their third out-
ing, creating frenetic post-punk walls 
of sound perfect for the hash pipe or 
half-pipe. 
The barrage continues on "Sancho 
Panza" and "Men In Dark Times," each 
contributing to the quixotic, near-epic 
feel of the aggressive Crusades. 
Finally, one of the most energet-
ic acts of 2004 returns on a label that 
gets them. The Constys bailing out for 
two years may have left fans hurting, 
but their crusade will leave them want-
ing more. 
Download: "Sancho Panza" 
Morningwood 
Morningwood 
Capitol Records 
Rock 
BY ADAM RIGGIO 
The self-titled album from this overly 
polished Yeah Yeah Yeahs ripoff is in-
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COMPILED BY /OHN DUFF 
nocent enough, if obnoxious. Starting 
with the stale yet catchy "Nii Rock," 
the record descends into a mess of tur-
gid grrrl-rock stereotypes. 
The most blatant example of such 
faux tough-girl antics is "Take Off 
Your Clothes," where the attractive 
singer Chantal Claret growls about 
wanting her boy to do what the song 
says. There was so little genuineness 
in this song that after listening to it I 
had to take a break and listen to "This 
Is Love" by PJ Harvey. Now that's a 
great sex song. 
Lead single "Nth Degree" is the ma-
jor clue that Morningwood is on vid-
eo rotation solely through bribery. At 
least the other io songs on the album 
- "Easy" and "Jetsetter" for instance -
make some attempt at a punkish edge. 
Claret's voice sounds so processed on 
"Nth Degree" she might as well be a 
Stephen Hawking's voicebox. 
Morningwood is an out-of-date re-
cord that most of us have heard before 
from more talented bands like Weezer 
(even on Make Believe), PJ Harvey, and 
Sleater-Kinney. If you like cheap cop-
ies of music made better elsewhere, 
this is the record for you. Just remem-
ber where it came from. 
Download: No. Don't. 
Hey Rosetta! 
BP 
Independent 
Blues/Rock 
BY KATE DEARNESS 
Bp 
This album is for those who believe there 
is nothing like fresh-faced local musi-
cians. Hey Rosetta! is based on the pi-
ano skills and songwriting of the de-
lightful Tim Baker. It is the latest trend 
to love them. 
They have the uncanny knack oflay-
ering depression, disguising brooding 
lyrics alongside a lively beat. A surge of 
emotion was poured into this music and 
the addition of a violin and cello makes 
for particularly epic endings. 
It may feel like you have heard some 
of the melodies before, but you are will-
ing to forgive the band because they play 
with such gusto - listen to the dancing 
cadence "Into The Night" and the throb-
bing "Plug Your Ears." 
But, the slower songs focus too much 
on the piano until it becomes aggravat-
ing. I have come to loathe the beginning 
of"Go Henry" and want to tell Baker to 
get over himself and stop whining. 
There is creative shit going on here. 
Hey Rosetta! are obviously not anoth-
er garage band; there is extreme musi-
cality and talent within this group. And, 
I actually enjoyed their music without 
being choked by The Republic, where 
they often play live. 
Hey Rosetta! will next appear with 
Jody Richardson and Mark Bragg on 
March 4 at The Majestic Theatre. 
Download: "Plug Your Ears" 
Neverending White 
Lights 
Act i: Goodbye Friends 
Of The Heavenly 
Bodies 
Ocean/MapleNationwide 
Rock 
BY JOHN RIETI 
You know that pretty, soft, melodic 
song at the end of your favourite hard 
rock CD? You know the one you se-
cretly love despite its contrast with the 
screaming, double-kick drums and 
massive guitars? 
Neverending White Lights has pro-
duced an entire record of them. 
I always thought this would be a 
cool idea, but now that someone has 
done it . .. maybe it wasn't so brilliant 
after all. 
Organized by Daniel Victor, a 
Canadian artist and producer, the al-
bum features many well-known rock 
artists stepping away from their scene 
to mellow out and hum beautiful yet 
dark songs of life, love,_ and sadness 
(and, for some reason, angels). 
The main problem with a CD full 
of these songs is that they lose their 
special feeling. The!"e are a few that 
stay true to the important, tender, and 
emotional aspects of the slow song, but 
some are just wank with pianos and 
acoustic guitars. 
Case in point: Raine Maida makes 
an appearance singing a song called 
"Liar." He just sounds whiny and the 
song sucks. 
Deep basslines hiding under gentle 
acoustic strumming, gothic choruses, 
and haunting lead vocals produce a se-
riously depressing sound. You might 
want to save this playlist for pitch-
ing yourself through a top-floor li-
brary window. 
But as dark as this CD gets, it still 
sounds great inside your biggest head-
phones under your most antisocial 
hood. 
Download: "Age Of Consent" 
Why do an MBA? 
Because you demand more. 
Because you want connections. 
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A · ... S-ilen<;e~ Magxu1$. Risil1g. and 
~4:()0 prii) 
~~~ .. .,.-....... , ..' 
Sunday, March s 
Con 
··~;t.~ N~n~: Pl~n 
intk~ . 
CBTG's: Mick Davis, Mark Bragg, 
Jill Potter, John Brophy (io:oo pm, 
$5) 
DF Cook Redtal Hall: 
Bre.qJ.l~m ( 8:00 pm) 
· <rx(e (lrap~'\>i_ne: Pa.l~··Prew 
O'Reillfs: Open milCe(10!00 pm)~ 
La:rry Foley and Rob Cook (12:00 
pm} 
Wednesday, .March 8 
· 'lhe Bteezeway:' 0p¢A; mike with 
· Terry McDonald 
1he Fat Cat: Darrell Cooper 
1ke LSPU Hall: Ladies of Misrule 
(7:oopm) 
lhe Masonic Temple: The Zoo 
St~r,y(a:o4 pm, $1?). ,.y,: :. . : . ' 
·o~lteillts: Fergi.is.Q':Syrne and 
Dermot O'Reilly {1o:oopm) 
Roxxy's: Sherry Ryan. Alison 
Corbett, Jordan Young 
'.lh~ Ship Pub: Follt night feat. 
J~1'.P:Y:qeflr (9:00 p~~,js)(. : · 
. ·:•~'.::;,:::;::;; - .:·.,,..:: •• : · 1. \ ": · i . · ·?S·_\.l~;:o·.;·.~;::•~O·-t\. ~·" ·: 
Have an event you would like to 
see listed here? Send it to sightsand-
sounds@themuse.ca before Monday, 
March 6. 
School 
of Business 
It's not just any MBA - it's designed for you. You're not just any student: your 
energy, creativity, opinions, and ideas can shape an ever-changing world. If you 
have a business degree, or a minor in business, check us out at 
sprott.carleton.ca/mba 
* work experience preferred but not required 
• • 1stract1ons 
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DINOSAUR COMICS 
Hysteria was once thought to 
originate in the womb ("hystera" 1s the Greek word 
for "womb"). This had the 
nice side-effect of making 
men immune to it! 
A HISTORY OF 
HYSTERIA 
It was thought to be caused by the 
malfunction, or sometimes just the presence, 
of the uterus. women were crazy because 
their wombs were so wacky! People went as 
1 far to su~J9est that women 
should not be taught, 
because enlarging the brain 
would shrink the womb, 
making them useless as 
mothers and even MORE 
hysterical. Treatment 
somet:imes included 
" 
You sure know a lot 
about the history of 
hysteria, T-Rex!/ 
I't's true! 
(CJ 2006 Ryan North 
Across 
1. Celebration meal 
6. ___ Of Wight, home of Who and 
Hendrix concerts 
10. Spheres 
14. Say without saying 
15. Robin Williams movie 
16. Beat 
17. Sexy female tutors 
19. Napolean spent his first exile 
here 
20. Lyric poem 
21. Delicious French pastry 
23. Lung filler 
25. Home of sol 
28. Worthless point 
30. Ben Wallace 'do 
1 2 3 4 5 
14 
17 
28 
32 
52 
57 
60 
66 
69 
6 7 
15 
genital mftssage! __ 
~_......,.,.,...- ~ 
\• · :· 
And it's why I never call a woman OR 
a joke "hysterical". I don 1 t want 
to be accused of tacitly endorsing 
historically institutionalized 
T-REX DECIDES TO EXCISE 
HE _.HYSTERA" ROOT 
ENTIRELY FROM HIS 
VOCABULARY. JUST TO BE 
• I 
sexism· I Hah ! I might 
accuse you 
of that .......... 
\
just for 
fun. 
MAN~ 
31. Poor 
32. Used to 
35. Chinese desert 
37. Same word dictionary 
41. And everyone 
42. Clothing staple (hyph) 
45. Deal 
49.10 
51. Crazy ass whale movie shot in 
NL 
p. Piousness 
56. Vehicle 
57. Seaseme Street cow 
58. Mary holding Jebus 
60. Irish country 
61. Moderation 
66. LCD manufacturer 
67. Loyal 
8 9 11 12 13 
68 
71 
SAFE: /'P': so I hear 
you' re 
68. Razor maker 
69. Dick Tracy's girlfriend 
70. Logical operator 
71. Vaulted recesses 
Down 
i. Trim 
2. Australian bird 
3. Insect without wings 
4. Pig food 
5. Dyslexic story 
6. In and of 
7. Distress call 
8. Soap ingredient 
9. Many sexy letters 
10. Phrase using 70 across 
(two words) 
11. Common with 
12. Treated like a toddler 
13. Sleazy 
18. Japanese island 
22. Pessimists 
23. French friend 
24. Saturn vehicle 
26. Sock patterns 
27. Space 
- having 
a minuswomb 
operation? 
\
Excuse me? 
I'm having a 
hysterectomy. 
Yes! A 
~ "ut er -b-gone ·•. 
\ 
A womboval? 
29. Attempt 
33. Chi 
34 •. 
36. Smaller than a byte 
38. North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization 
39. What Snoop says to his la-
dies (two words) 
40. Cobain bands 
43. Gramaphone manufac-
turer 
44. Sun bakin' 
45. Orange flavour 
46. __ Navidad 
47. Emergency signallers 
48. Ducks 
50. Chest climax 
53. Agave genus plant 
54. Imperial star:fighter that 
lack hyperspace drives 
55. Spanish plant word 
59. Covering 
62. Electric water snake 
63. ___ mA I, elcihev nneP 
naeS 
64. Pool stick 
65. 'N's 
Steve Nash is 
,, . back,t·n 
·-.. 2cybJ?i;-.co· .. · rm-l Y;;..·· ... 
.. h . . -~· . i~ .. ·. · <·: 
Check it · ut at 
Find out what your fello.w grads and upderg~ads are workin~. on 
:··aor:lng. tais two~t:iay," ·im~eraisoi~linary .. ~ ¥~nt~~\." uae-~1 ·" irern e~.e.cy 
faculty -Will be pr~senting their own original research. ' :"'' . 
March 2, 2006 
~JT!Kt./y fk~t;tBrc@ 
&.f 0-eonQ.. ~l(er ~ l.4.Vft!:f'\ 5 h 
l~ Bt<>l..6Gt \l • ;. .. o1·(-
:\ ... ~:.lo ..__ ... 4 
l• c~1r -- . ~ 
~ --~ CV~ 1' '111 r ;m ~-
Sadly. Biology dass was neither the Ume; nor the 
place for anatomical studies of Johnny Depp. 
N 
0 A 
0 v 
9 
7 
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5 
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7 
2 
9 
8 
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2 
4 
8 3 
1 
8 5 
1 
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Teach English l 
·overseas l 
~ '" -· . I 
I 
• Intensive 60-Hour Program 
l 
I 
I 
\\\I Classroom Management Techniques I 
I
I • Detailed Lesson Planning 
• Comprehensive Teaching Materials , 
• Internationally Recognized Certificate l l • Teacher Placement Service 
• Job Guarantee tncluded 
• Thousands of Satisfied Students 
~ -~.~ OX.FORD 
u\\\\\\\i.~W-!.\\\\,, S E M f N .A. R S 
1-800-779-1779 
l 
I 
l 
I 
l 
l 
I 
www.oxfordseminars.com I 
March 2, 2006 
Life of Paul 
'Wo-rd of o..<lv·,c~: 
me..e.+ Se.x- \So+, 
hi$ h ()..t'\d ... 
\ :I: dot\ 1 +- S(,t- w'hj I 
SKIN DEEP with Skinless .Joe Sampson 
Distractions 
BY PAUL BUTT 
fwww, +his isju.~ liKe... 
-l-'n().+ 4-it'Yle.. a..+- 5u.Wl't'¥l~ 
Coxnp." 
/ 
Created by: Colin Berry 
·~~~~~~~~~--._...,.--......,.,...,... ........... ,....,..,....,,.~.......,_.....-..... ........ ~---:--:----~-:--------·~~~~ j You know, sometimes I wish I could~ Now, if yoo pull the musde a.side, you ... Double scotch on the rocks please. 
l back to my childhood when life was will see Joseph's digestive system, 
more sim le. from $'tomaeh to ... Take off your 
I don;t know man. shorts dear. ....,....,..~ 
Make your own 
damn comics 
Is this okay? j Still something missing ... 
~{.., '\~ 
' ' .2(~ ... \) y_\ ~~ L~\ <]\ !. ~~Tl 
j \ .\ /ii\' \;1/ j 
The Muse Caption Contest, vol. 2 
FART~ 
----~- ·-· 
Rules: Create a caption for the cartoon, and send it in to submis-
sions@themuse.ca. Make sure the subject of your email is "Caption 
Contest" or else I'll throw it out because I'm a jerk like that. If you're 
technologically challenged, you can pass in a hand-written submis-
sion at The Muse office (UC-2002), just 111ake sure the person you 
give it to knows what it is, and leave your email address. The win-
ner and runner-ups will be chosen by an esteemed panel of random 
people in the office. The winner will receive a crappy CD and time-
less glory as a champion, while the runner-ups will receive a smack 
in the mouth (read: nothing). 
w ·-
-
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THIS YEAR WHEN CLASS IS OUT1 GO ALL .. IN WITH POKERROOM.COM'S 
CANADIAN COLLEGE AID UNIVERSITY 
POKER UHAMPIONSHIP 
WWW. PO IE RR 0 OM. COM/ STUD EI T 
Test Anxiety Group 
Learn to deal contructively with anxiety 
Registration: February 27-March 10, 2006 
3 Weeks, 6 Classes 
Starts: Week of March 13-March 31, 2006 
To register, drop by the Smallwood Centre, 
Room 5000, or call 737-8874 stGdii9t 
• services 
Get The Most Out Of Memorial! www.mun.ca/counselling 
·-
-
new o .. rs • new RTmc5PHEFi~·'!;j1tiSLJ eHi=eRJ:enc:e, 
:. ~,;_t~~:;.:..- ~:, '"" ,. i: _. ·~tfi,~ 
THLIR§§~ .. ,+ ., •• 
= l'""c::i~ $ 5 '. \> 
March 2, 2006 
For Rent 
ROOM IN FOUR-BDRM house 
on Freshwater Rd. 10-minute 
walk from MUN and Avalon 
Mall. Cable TV and h/I includ-
ed. $305. Available March l. Call 
754-9226. 
UNFURNISHED BDRM in five-
bdrm home. Includes refriger-
ator, stove, w/d, cable TV, and 
Internet. Five minutes from 
MUN. Parking available. Non-
smoking students preferred. No 
pets. Available March l. $300 plus 
1/5 POU. Contact Jade at 749-4455 
or shan _ p0619@hotmail.com. 
THREE-BDRM BASEMENT apt. 
Two full bathrooms, brand new 
appliances, f/s, w/d, furnished, 
five-minute walk from MUN, 
off-road parking, wood floors, 
carpet in bedrooms, backyard, 
two entrances. $800 POU. Contact 
Melantha at melantha _ angel@ 
hotmail.com or 693-1916 and leave 
a message. 
BRIGHT AND SPACIOUS two-
bdrm above-ground basement 
apt. Separate entrance, off-street 
parking, w/d hookup. $475 POU, no 
pets. Call 738-1073 or 687-4057. 
EXECUTIVE APT. Two large 
bdrms and two bathrooms. Very 
spacious living room and kitch-
en. Newly finished and fully fur-
nished, w/d, dishwasher. Private 
• 
ass1 e 
entrance and parking. Hardwood 
flooring throughout. Off Elizabeth 
Ave. No smoking or pets. Mature 
students or professionals pre-
ferred. References requested. 
Call John at 738-2159. 
LARGE BED-SITTING ROOM in 
west end. Everything included, 
fully furnished. Linens, laundry, 
cable, high-speed Internet, private 
bathroom, parking place, bus stop 
outside door. Groceries included. 
Most meals prepared. Available 
from May l year-round. $425. 
Call Caroline 364-2775. 
ROOMS BY AVALON Mall, $300 
(plus 114 utilities). Can be fur-
nished for additional $25 a month. 
High-speed Internet, long dis-
tance package, and w/d avail-
able. Non-smoking female stu-
dents preferred. Call 746-1048 or 
e-mail al3hsw@mun.ca. 
ROOM AVAILABLE. Four-bdrm 
house with w/d, dishwasher, and 
deep fridge. Cowan Heights area 
next to all amenities on a bus 
route to MUN. Two-and-a-half 
baths. $270 with h/I, cable TV, 
high-speed Internet, and long dis-
tance to Canada and US. Must be 
mature and like pets. Call Trisha 
at 747-1365 or 690-8618. 
ONE-BDRM APT, corner of Gower 
St and Cathedral St. Very bright 
with spectacular view. Electric 
heat. $550. Call 754-6020. 
submissions@themuse.ca 
· For Sale 
2001 GRAND AM SE 4 door, 4 eyl, 
studded tires, new brakes, ale, tilt 
steering, cruise control, CD play-
er, pawer seat, pawer windows, 
pawer mirrors, pawer trunk, key-
less entry. $6,000 ono. 747-4462 or 
690-5989. 
1990 PONTIAC SUNBIRD LE. 4-
door sedan, au1omatic. One own-
er, very good condition, well-
maintained (only three years in 
Newfoundland.) Cruise, ale, PON-
er locks and windows with inte-
rior trunk release, am/fm cas-
sette stereo, winter and summer 
tires. Asking $950. Open to all of-
fers. 754-7907. 
GUITAR AMP. Crate GLX 120 
\NOtts. Solid state combo with three 
channels. One 12" speaker. Built-
in chromatic tuner. 16 built-in dig-
ital fx. Bought new in July 2005. 
Footswitch, manual, and five-year 
transferable warranty included. 
Asking $350. Contact Jordan at 
690-4556 or iordanyoung _ nfld@ 
yahoo.ca. 
PENTIUM4LAPTOP,2.0GHz,512MB 
RAM, 40 GB hard drive, 15" XGA 
screen, CD-RW/DVD. $600. david-
godsell@hotmail.com. 
2004 PONTIAC GRAND AM. 6 eyl. 
Fully loaded. Power windows, 
pawer lock, pawer brake, pawer 
driver's seat, ale, tilt steering, CD 
player, cruise control, rear SPOil-
er. Studded and all-season tires. 
Excellent condition inside and out. 
$11,900 ono. 728-8651. 
MOVING IN MARCH. Futon mat-
tress on black metal frame, Vv'OOO 
table and four chairs, three small 
black tables for the living room, 
tvvo wood shelves, one bookshelf, 
two bicycles (one women's, one 
men's), one umbrella, kitchen kit 
(small table and two stools), kitch-
en articles (tooster, pans, plates, 
etc). Call 722-6591 or e-mail forsa-
le.stiohns@gmail.com. 
2000 CHEVY CAVALIER, 4 door, 4 
eyl, automatic, 130,000 km, bur-
gundy in colour, licensed until 
October 2006, ale, CD, remote 
starter and keyless entry, excel-
lent condition, four new all-season 
tires, asking $4,550. Call 738-1854 
(after 5:00 pm) or 737-6118. Ask 
for Mansour. 
TAKING THE LSAT? The next 10 
actual, official LSAT prep tests, 
29-38. For sale, brand new, $40. 
Write to ltigirl@hotmail.com for 
more info. 
Wanted 
PLACE TO HOUSESIT. Mature 
graduate couple willing to hous-
esit from mid-April to the end of 
August preferably in the down-
tovvn or Central St John's area. We 
are animal lovers and non-smok-
Page 23 
ers. Interested parties call 722-
2790. 
QUIZNOS IS HIRING full- and part-
time pasitions. Please forward re-
sume to 738-2671 or e-mail bema-
son@nf.aibn.com. 
Clubs and Societies 
PAGAN SOCIETY. Wednesday eve-
nings, meetings, ritual planning, 
fun activities. For more info see 
www.geocities.com/nf _ pagan _ 
society or contact us at nf _ pa-
gan society@vahoo.com. 
CH I ALPHA Christian Fellowship 
holds weekly services and so-
cials on Fridays, starting at 7:30 
pm in ED-1020. Everyone's wel-
come! For more info visit www. 
chialpha.ca. · 
JOIN THE MUSICIANS' Guild and 
help supp0rt local music. You 
don't have to be a musician to be 
a member. Just go to www.musi-
ciansguild.ca and register vour e-
mail address with us. 
For Interest 
STUDY MEDICINE in Europe. 
www.medical-school.ca. Contact 
canadmin@medical-school.ca. 
TUTORING ANY COURSE. 
Greenlight Tutors available for 
editing, typing, proofreading, and 
instruction. LCMtest rates guaran-
teed! Contact greenlighttutors@ 
gmail.a::>m orwww.geocities.am/ 
greenlighttu1ors. 
FREE MOCK MCAT. The Princeton 
Revitwat MUN, March4. Contact 
www.princetonreview.com or l-
800-2REVI EW. 
MAKE A WORLD OF 
DIFFERENCE! Volunteer 
overseas with Youth Challenge 
International on a hands-on de-
velopment project for five - 12 
weeks. Ready to go next month? 
This summer? Visit www.yci.org 
to find out more. 
ST PATRICK'S DAY Ceili at CEI 
Club, Friday, March 10, 7:00 pm -
9:00 pm. Featuring iDance Shawn 
Silver Irish Dancing and The iD-
ance Performance Group. With 
sPeCial guest Jeremy Dicks. $5 in 
advance and $7 at the door. Cash 
bar and door prizes. Tickets lim-
ited. E-mail Shawn@idance.ca 
to book. Also, ioin us at Bridie 
Molloy's on Saturday, March 18, 
from 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm. 
HAVE YOU BEEN DENIED more 
than one pack of birth control pills 
at the campUs pharmacv? Con-
tact me with your story - diana _ 
PUgliese@yahoo.ca - and know 
your rights. 
PLAYING FOR POVERTY pre-
sented by Engineers Without 
Borders at The Republic, March 
3, 10:00 pm - close. Lucas Coody 
and Steve Lee, Off Thomas, The 
Nordic Beat. Contact us at mun@ 
ewb.ca. $4 ahead, $5 at door. 
NEED PASSPORT PICTURES? 
Studio quality prints. Six 
pictures for $10. Phone 
579-2475 or e-mail moon0712@ho-
tmail.com. 
LEARN TO PLAY music: Rhythm 
On Strings offers lessons on gui-
tar, bass, and percussion instru-
ments; recording lessons; and 
recording itself. Call 691-5715, 691-
1932, or e-mail rhvthmonstrings@ 
gmail.com. Ask for Shawn. 
Personals 
CIRCUMSTANCES NEVER 
brought us together. I can't 
stop thinking about you. 
Maybe this will help - Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday 
last fall at the cafe in the 
education building, 10:00 am -
11 :00 am. Who are you? 
A LONG TIME AGO, clans who 
needed to get rid of unwant-
ed people without killing them 
would burn their houses down 
- hence the expression ''to get 
fired." I know lots of fun stuff. E-
mail me at waynegretzkysad@ 
gmail.com. 
LOST: ONE BEST FRIEND, an-
swers to the name " Charlie 
Lacosta". Have you seen him? 
E-mail rhonda.pittman@gmail. 
com. 
..... 
ort 
MATTHEW MURRAY I MUSE ARCHIVES 
The MUN swim team hopes the Aquarena will soon be used to host the Atlantic University Sport championships. 
rustrates swim team 
No swimmers pionship, but had no extra swimmers get intimidated." 
qu4lify for national 
make the required times. The only peo- Knowing the pool was going to be 
ple to swim times faster than the CIS slow, the team switched its focus off 
championship 
mark were those who had already guar- time standards and instead raced for 
anteed their trips to the nationals. individual placings to earn points. 
So what went wrong? According to "When you're at a faster pool your 
BY COURTNEY BARBOUR many of the athletes, UN B's pool facil- goal is to swim for a fast time," said 
AND /OHN RIETI ity, the Sir Max Aitken Pool, hampered Rusted. "When you're at a slower pool 
their performance. you just race it and go for a good plac-
Tim Rusted finished his 1,500-metre The pool has slippery starting blocks, . " mg. 
freestyle faster than anyone else in the is very shallow, and has only six lanes. A major problem for the MUN team 
pool, cruising past his Atlantic oppo- It also has no warm-up or cool-down is that they don't often get the chance 
nents for a first-place finish. area, which many swimmers use to to compete in a fast pool. This year, the 
However, upon looking at the clock, loosen up for races. Worst of all are team has competed once at Dalhousie 
Rusted realized he was 3.09 seconds its lipped and low-to-the-water walls, early in the fall and once in Ontario 
slower than his personal best swim. He which backstrokers must blindly grasp this January. Apart from that, they 
also knew his swim wouldn't be quick at top speed on their finish. have only joined local competitions in 
enough to qualify him for the nation- "It's really a substandard pool for that small pools around the province against 
al championships . level of competition," said Coach Paul young swimmers in club programs. 
Rusted was not alone in his frustra- Dawe. "I can't really say that it would This lack of competition makes qual-
tion. None of the five MUN swimmers have meant that all five [competitors] ifying for important meets challenging 
hoping to qualify for the Canadian would have made it, but I know these for the small-budget team. They usual-
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) champion- guys were so close. " ly only have one or two opportunities 
ship achieved their season-long goal. Rusted agrees. "I think it affected my to make the times - much fewer than 
Dalhousie and the UniversityofNew performance a little bit," he said. "We the other Atlantic teams who compete 
Brunswick (UNB) had already qualified knew what the pool conditions were go- regularly on the mainland. 
some of their swimmers for the cham- ing to be like, so we didn't let ourselves The problem facing MUN is that 
the Aquarena isn't eligible to host an 
Atlantic University Sport (AUS) cham-
pionship. Currently, the only pools_on 
the list are UNB's and Dalhousie's. 
"I think the Aquarena is the best com-
petition pool in Atlantic Canada," said 
Rusted, who has swum in all three. 
The Aquarena is two lanes wider 
than UNB's pool, allowing more ath-
letes to participate in each race. It is 
much deeper and has a more advanced 
gutter system, which reduces waves that 
slow down swimmers. 
Another advantage is the Aquarena's 
starting blocks, which provide swim-
mers with a quicker start. A strong dive 
can make a big difference, especially 
in races like the so-metre freestyle, in 
which Ainsley Decker missed qualify-
ing by only o.8 seconds and Shen Bin 
missed his time by 0.7 seconds. 
The problem facing MUN is that 
teams like Dalhousie and UNB don't 
want to travel to Newfoundland, as it 
is expensive to send a large team. As of 
now, every two years the teams send 
athletes to the AUS championships for 
free and spend their budgets on oth-
er meets. 
Perhaps the conference-wide strug-
gle to qualify swimmers for the CIS 
championships will prompt some lo-
cation changes. According to Michelle 
Healey, MUN' s athletic director, change 
begins with the coaches. 
At the annual coaches' meeting they 
will debate locations for meets. It is pos-
sible that they will pass a motion pro-
hibiting UNB from hosting the cham-
pionships. The coaches could also pass 
a motion allowing the Aquarena to be-
come a host site, although any decision 
must go through the AUS's scheduling 
and programming commission. 
Healey stresses changes to the sched-
ule will bring about more equity in the 
sport: "We've represented ourselves on 
the mainland for long enough, now it's 
,, 
time for people to start coming here. 
Rusted was back in the pool this week 
training for a local meet, but his fo-
cus will be on next year, when he will 
once again get a chance to make the 
nationals. 
LSAT MCAT 
GMAT GRE 
Preparation Seminars 
\Iii Complete 30-Hour Seminars 
\Iii Proven Test-Taking Strategies 
\\\' Personalized Professional Instruction 
\Iii Comprehensive Study Materials 
.\IF Simulated Practice Exams 
~ Free Repeat Policy 
\Iii Personal Tutoring Available 
~ Thousands of Satisfied Students 
Oxford Seminars 
1-800-779-1779 
www.oxfordseminars.com 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
Students' .Union 
Canadian Federation of Students Local 35 
2006 General Elections · 
MarCh 14th and 15th 
Nomination forms now available at 
the MUNsu· General Off ice - UC2000 
Deadline for nominatioris: 
Friday, March 3rd at 12:00pm 
UC2000 in the Smallwood Centre 
737-7633 
www.munsu.ca · 
"" I oors open at 9pm 
. week for a year! 
. . A dozen Coors Light every Door Prize. . J 
9 . b buying one Giant u 
Get your ticket this Fndayf c!oors Light Draft 
or two Regular Jugs o 
b f tickets available Limited r:-um er 0 
· engineers without borders Come to the 31-d_floor in the UC and 
lnghlieurs sans fro= ~~~articlplte1n: EWBDay 
Memorial University ot 
Newfoundland Chapter 
• Treadle Purnp..a-thon 
• Kiss the World 
• BalancePoverty 
From 9to sThursday, Marche~d 
PLAYYOlJR P.i\RT?!! 
'·-
-
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BEST SUMMER JOB EVER! 
KEN MONT 
.KENWOOD 
Join our team! Premier brother/sister camp located at the foothills of the Berkshire 
Mountains in Kent, CT. World class facilities located 2 hours to NYC, 4 hours to 
Boston. 200 acre facility includes waterfront activities, team sports, individual 
sports, outdoor adventures, extreme sports. performing and visual arts programs. 
Looking for staff who have a love for working with children and enjoy being a part 
of a team. Jobs available include specialty counselors, general counselors, 
office/secretarial staff, camp store staff and other administrative staff positions. 
E-mail tom@kencamp.com or Phone Tom Troche at 305-673-3310 
Browse our website at www.kenmontkenwood.com and fill out our application. 
Contact us if you would like to meet one of our staff on your campus. 
Counselors: Combined childcare/teaching. Must be able to teach or lead one or more 
of the following activities: gymnastics, tennis, swim (WSl's), sail, canoe, water ski, arts 
(including stained glass, sewing, jewelry, wood, photo), dance, music, theatre, archery, 
wilderness trips, field sports, equestrian, climbing wall. 
Service Workers: including openings for kitchen, laundry, housekeeping, secretaries, 
maintenance & grounds, and kitchen supervisor. 
Non-smokers only. June 18 to August 20. Attractive salary {US) plus travel allowance. 
To Apply: Applications and photo gallery are available on our website: 
www.kippewa.com or contact us at the numbers listed below for a staff 
brochure. 
Kippewa, 926 Route 135, Monmouth, Maine 04259-6606, U.S.A. 
tel: 207-933-2993 I fax: 207-933-2996 I email:info@kippewa.com 
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Shawn Hunt (left) and Michael Foley (right) insist kickboxing is a safe and alternative way to have fun and stay 
in shape. 
National team 
members size up 
competition on 
campus 
BY fOHN RIETI 
Shawn Hunt and Mike Foley stretch 
out over the floor of their second-
floor gym in Churchill Square. Both 
are clad in baggy pants and T-shirts, 
boxing gloves and padded foot cover-
ings. Foley is also coated in a thin lay-
er of sweat after teaching two MUN 
students some new kickboxing com-
binations. 
The two boxers have just been re-
. named to the Canadian team after a 
rigorous weekend at the national se-
lection camp. Foley will now begin 
training for an international compe-
tition in Uzbekistan later this year. 
Unfortunately, Hunt will have to miss 
it due to family matters. 
The pair began kickboxing when it 
came to Newfoundland in 1999· Foley, 
who has practiced karate since a young 
age, easily converted to the rules of all-
combat kickboxing, which is basically 
amateur boxing with the ability to kick 
your opponent above the waist. 
Hunt, who is proficient in several 
other martial arts and who once wres-
tled with the Sea-Hawks, also trans-
ferred over to the sport. The pair has 
now been on the national team since 
2001. 
With mixed-martial arts soaring in 
popularity due to the much-televised 
Ultimate Fighting Championship, they 
are seeing an increased number of stu-
dents trying out the sport. 
Foley, who teaches several hours 
almost every day at Foley's Atlantic 
Martial Arts gym, says his clientele 
serves about 70 per cent students. 
Does this mean MUN has an ag-
gressive campus? Are you likely to get 
kicked in the head during your next 
class? Not exactly. 
"Most people check their negative 
attitude at the door," said Foley. Hunt 
agrees. 
"A lot of people come in after being 
cooped up doing exams, eating crappy, 
and working too much," said Hunt. He 
knows the struggle well, as he studies 
and holds a job on campus while re-
siding in Burke House and defending 
his housemates from ninjas. 
Foley, an English major, also keeps 
his eye on the campus. He says if he 
could square off against anyone at the 
university it would be the big man 
himself, President Axel Meisen. 
"I think that name would look great 
on a [boxing] card," he said. 
Foley, who has been known to stride 
to the ring to the cheery tune of"Build 
Me Up Buttercup" by The Foundations 
(Hunt prefers 50 Cent), says he'd pick 
some David Hasselhoff for Meisen's 
entrance music. 
"I hear he's huge in Germany," said 
Foley. 
Foley and Hunt maintain this sense 
of humour throughout training and 
workouts. They are as likely to poke 
fun as poke someone in the face. 
Both enjoy having others present 
during their training sessions and ap-
preciate the atmosphere of working 
with others. 
"It's not like when you go to The 
Works and you're just there doing 
mindless repetitions on the weights," 
said Foley. "You come in here and 
there's social interaction." 
The gym isn't what many would 
expect, either. It is almost spotless, 
with a minimalist grey mat centred 
on a hardwood floor with other train-
ing equipment at the margins. There 
are no puddles of sweat or holes in 
the wall. Boxing is often described as 
grimy and tough, but like his punch-
ing combinations Foley's gym is crisp, 
clean, and effective. 
The nature of kickboxing is also 
misunderstood. While its title makes 
it sound incredibly violent, Foley and 
Hunt claim the sport to be safe and 
injury-free. 
"There's a stigma where it's a bunch 
of guys beating the crap out each 
other," said Foley. However, during 
a kickboxing workout both combat-
ants know what punches and kicks 
are coming. Each offensive move is 
prepared and deliberate. 
Even on the national level kickbox-
ing matches are more a test of reac-
tion time and quickness than brute 
strength and aggression. In fact, Foley 
likens it to reading sheet music. 
"You have to read what the person is 
doing in front of you, react, and then 
use your body to respond," he said. 
Foley first teaches beginners how 
to defend against punches by block-
ing and dodging. Once they get this 
down, they begin learning a variety of 
punches, kicks, and combinations, all 
of which can be tested against an in-
structor in a sparring match. 
Boxers generally spar at 60 per cent 
speed and power, so they can hit or 
kick their opponent but won't knock 
anyone out. Foley says everyone looks 
forward to Friday fight nights when 
"[new fighters] get to come in and beat 
the crap out of us." 
As for fights between Foley and 
Hunt, they may give each other a good 
shot or two in training but prefer an-
other type of shot afterwards. 
"[KickboxingJ is the only sport 
where you can punch your buddy in 
the head, shake hands, and buy him a 
beer afterwards," said Foley. 
More important than fight re -
sults are the fitness results peo-
ple get from a kickboxing workout. 
Working in conjunction with Mike 
Wahl of Definitions, Foley is making 
his kickboxing workouts into a spe-
cial blend of aerobic and strength-in-
creasing exercise with a huge element 
of flexibility. 
Because fighting is so individual-
ized, it can appeal to any person,s level 
of fitness, from beginner to elite ath-
lete. Former MUN swimmer George 
Colbert has trained with Foley; sever-
al local soccer players partake in the 
sport as well. 
Foley recommends kickboxing to 
anyone looking for something differ-
ent from a regular workout or plan-
ning to pick a fight with university 
administration. The main thing he 
stresses is that kickboxing is a sport 
with no expectations but your own. 
At least there's always someone to 
punch. 
. . . . . . . . . . ' ... ' . ' . . ' ..... . . ... . 
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Wrestlers prepare to wail on mainlanders 
Five wrestlers 
to represent 
MUN at national 
championships 
BY PHIL HOWELL 
There's nothing quite like primal 
grunts, the smell of sweat-soaked 
gym mats, and a pile of drenched 
athletes. It is sport in its most basic 
form and there's something oddly 
intoxicating about it. 
This was the scene in the physical 
education building's combat room 
on Monday evening as the wrestling 
team practiced their grabs, take-
downs, and pins. 
The team is preparing for the 
Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS) 
championships, which will be held 
this weekend at Brock University. 
Only five grapplers - four wom-
en and one man - managed to qual-
ify this year, down drastically from 
last year's 11. 
Like last year, when only seven 
actually traveled, only four wres-
tlers will make it to Brock, as Gina 
Keeping will be unable to attend due 
to personal reasons. Keeping had 
qualified in the 82-kilogram weight 
class. DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
The nationals will prove a much 
more daunting task for the women 
than Atlantic qualifying. 
Allison Rockwood pins Kerri-Ann Evely during practice. Both will compete in the national wrestling championships this weekend. 
"We won because we were the only 
people there," said wrestler Kerri-
Ann Evely. "Everyone's afraid of us," 
she joked. 
Evely, who will wrestle in the 67-
kilogram weight class, will lock up 
with opponents like the Canada 
West division's female rookie of 
the year Leah Callahan from the 
University of Calgary. She will also 
see Canada West's female wrestler of 
the year and last year's gold medalist 
Megan Buydens of the University of 
Saskatchewan. 
Allison Rockwood's 59-kilogram 
class will also feature a most valuable 
female wrestler from Ontario, Brock's 
Michelle Fazzari, who will wrestle on 
home mats. Last year's champion, 
Ellen Macro from McMaster, is also 
in Rockwood 's class. 
Kellee Melendy, in the 63-kilogram 
class, will take on proven champion 
Lindsay MacDonald, who has al-
ready won two competitions on the 
mainland this year. 
The Sea-Hawks' lone male quali-
fier is Mike Smith, who will wrestle 
at 82 kilograms. His matchup could 
include last year's gold medalist 
Adam Fera of Brock or last year's 
Curlers win Olympics with 
six in house (expect 600 at 
next house party) 
CONTINUED FROM PACE 1 
Canadian Olympic team celebrat-
ed their 24 medals. After the cere-
monies, the all-you-can-eat-for-free 
McDonalds at the Olympic village 
became a hotspot after being neglect-
ed most of the week due to obvious 
reasons. 
It all happened so fast during 
the much-anticipated gold med-
al match against Finland's Markku 
Uusipaavalniemi. Nichols delivered 
an incredible, heat-seeking double-
raise, double-takeout shot that set 
up the Canadians. Next, the Finnish 
alphabet man wrecked his shot and 
accidentally pushed a Canadian 
guard into a house already full of 
their stones. The Newfies scored six, 
the Canadian dream completed, and 
the party was on. 
After a few more formality shots, 
the Gushue rink captured argu-
ably the most celebrated Canadian 
medal at the Turin games. They also 
earned their spot in history as the 
first Canadian men's curling team 
to capture Olympic gold and the first 
athletes from this province to snag 
the big medal. 
Although their lives will change, 
it's remarkable how much the boys 
are the same. They still jump at the 
chance to crack a joke during an in-
terview and are far from stereotypi-
cal high-profile athletes. This is one 
team that firmly goes against the 
sports cliche. 
Adam described an illness that 
forced Korab to miss the final round 
robin game against the Americans as 
an "explosive lower body injury." 
Korab himself is still on a mis-
sion to take all credit for the victo-
ry by virtue of his routine guard in 
the fourth end. 
Certainly already a media de-
light, the combination of success and 
youthful energy will make the team 
a marketing cash cow. 
So, what's next after you've won 
the Olympics while still in your 20s? 
Some assume a trek up the media 
mountain, enjoying the public ap-
pearance circuit. They're right, as the 
boys will definitely be in high de-
mand everywhere in Newfoundland, 
let alone Canada. Many others have 
already set their sights on the 2010 
Vancouver games and they too might 
be right. 
But, according to Nichols, what's 
next is some time with friends. 
"I can't wait to get a game of poker 
going," he said. "We haven't played 
in a month!" 
• 
• • • 
• t ' 
silver medalist Sheldon Francis of 
McMaster. 
Coach Glenn Clark, garbed in 
a spandex singlet while standing 
among his MUN team and an army 
of Newfoundland and Labrador 
Winter Games high-school athletes, 
was realistic about his team's chanc-
es this year. 
"Kerri-Ann got a bronze medal last 
year .... She and Allison are both ca-
pable [of winning medals this year]," 
he said. "[It would be] very unlikely 
with Mike or Kellee." 
Clark also worries about Evely and 
Rockwood's chances. "The problem 
is that they have really strong weight 
classes and they could do exception-
ally well and still not get anywhere," 
he said. "If either one of them want 
to get a medal out of this, they'll have 
to wrestle exceedingly well." 
The wrestlers were more optimis-
tic about their chances. 
"I think we've got a good chance," 
said Evely. "Myself and Allison have 
been training really hard this year 
and the same goes for everyone 
else." 
Emerging from a light sparring 
session, a sweating Smith established 
hopeful goals for himself. 
A harem of rock bunnies surrounds Olympic gold medalist Brad Gushue. 
'T d say top five this year, top three 
next year," Smith projected. He gives 
his coach a lot of credit for getting 
him to his current position. 
"As far as I'm concerned we've got 
one of the best coaches in the world," 
he said. "Glenn won the Worlds' in 
'98, so you can't get much better than 
that." 
Unlike Clark's wealth of experi-
ence, most of the team has had lim-
ited opportunity to wrestle against 
high-quality opposition. The CIS 
championships will be a great chance 
for them to wrestle the best and may-
be even pin one or two of them. 
DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
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Women's basketball to def end title in Charlottetown 
Team's confidence 
bentbutnotbroken 
BY /OHN RIETI 
For the first time since 2000 the wom-
en's basketball team will enter the play-
offs as underdogs. 
This year's Atlantic University 
Sport (AUS) playoffs will be held at the 
University of Prince Edward Island this 
weekend and should be more intense 
than they've been in years. Five of the 
six qualifying teams have winning re-
cords and almost every team has beat-
en one another before. 
According to MUN guard Katherine 
Quackenbush, the Sea-Hawks look for-
ward to causing some upsets. 
"We're pretty confident," she said. 
"We know what we're capable of do-
. ,, 
mg. 
The team has looked impressive 
against mainland teams and has played 
several strong home games, including 
an impressive win against Cape Breton. 
However, consistency has been a prob-
lem for the team all year. 
If the Hawks can't maintain their 
focus for an entire game in the play-
offs, they likely won't get the great in-
dividual efforts that used to save them 
in the past. 
At points this season it has looked 
like the team forgot to play offence or 
they decided the game would be better 
without defence. 
MUN's quarter-final game against 
Dalhousie will be a battle between two 
AUS powerhouses who both share a 
common consistency problem. 
However, the Tigers have been great 
in every contest against MUN this year. 
Their powerful offence has run over the 
Hawks, getting big performances from 
all three of their star players in each 
game. 
Like in past years, any chance at a 
championship win has to go through the 
rival Cape Breton Capers. Whoever wins 
the quarter-final will have the tough 
task of facing a rested Caper team. 
The Sea-Hawks will also enjoy a slight 
playoff luxury, as their flight has been 
scheduled a day early to allow for more 
relaxation. As well, a meal at the home 
of Coach Doug Partridge offers a chance 
to bring the team together, focus, and 
be fully adopted into the Partridge fam-
ily. 
Quackenbush feels her team has one 
thing no other team in the AUS has right 
now, which is an extremely talent-lad-
en bench. 
"I think we're a deeper team than 
[Dalhousie]," she said. "Coming down 
to the end we might have more legs." 
The quarter-final 
MUN (12 - 7) vs Dalhousie (n - 9) 
This season: 
Nov 19 - Dal wins 63 - 53 
Jan 14 - Dal wins 66 - 49 
Kathleen Miller averaged 16 points per game against 
MUN. Her teammates Leslie Duncan and Ryan McKay 
also scored in double digits in both games. 
Katherine Quackenbush scored 16 points in the 
first contest but was held to just seven in the second 
game. 
Both games were held in Halifax, which helped 
the Tigers who are 9 - 2 at home but only 2 - 7 on the 
road. 
Who's next? 
The road doesn't get easier for MUN as they would face 
a rested Cape Breton (16 - 4) team in the semifinals. 
MUN is 1 - 2 against their rivals this season. 
If there are no upsets, MUN would likely face 
University of New Brunswick (12 - 8) for the champi-
onship, although it's possible they would face St Mary's 
University (12 - 8) or University of Prince Edward 
Island (8 - 12) . 
Then again, no upsets means MUN would be out 
in the first round. 
Doug's Dos and Don'ts 
Do the little things, like getting a good rebounding 
position each time. 
Do execute the game plan created in the lead-up to 
the tournament. 
Do stop at least one of the opposing team's best 
players. 
Don't turn the ball over on offence. 
Don't allow a lapse in defending. 
The Quackenbush factor 
Katherine Quackenbush leads her team both on the 
court and in the statistics. Now, she will have to lead 
them to a championship. 
Minutes per game: 28.4 
Points per game: 13.8 
Shooting percentage: .500 
Rebounds per game: 4 .8 
Assists per game: 3.2 
However, Quackenbush has the notorious distinc-
tion ofleading her team in turnovers with 3.1 per game. 
This is a stat she can't afford to average in the play-
offs. 
The last shot 
Answering the age-old question of who's shooting 
when the game is on the line is especially hard for a 
; MUN team stacked with shooters. Here are a few who 
might get the ball. 
Katherine Quackenbush: .500 
Erin Mullaley: .475 
Krista Singleton: .465 
Paula Barker: .456 
The team will need more than legs to 
get them a win this weekend. But, while 
the team has had a rough season at times 
and many have begun to doubt them, 
Quackenbush reminds that the team is 
still the defending AUS champions and 
they will make noise in the playoffs. 
DUNCAN DE YOUNG 
While her shooting percentage might not be as high, 
Leslie Stewart has made the second-most baskets on 
the team this season (101) and is capable of making a 
big shot from anywhere on the floor. 
Leslie Stewart contorts herself for a tough layup against Acadia last Sunday. The Hawks easily 
defeated the Axe-Women and will head to the playoffs next weekend . 
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